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UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA 

Abstract 

High-speed Time-interleaved Digital-to-

Analog Converter (TI-DAC) for Self-

Interference-Cancellation Applications 

November  2021 

Mazyar Abedinkhan Eslami 

The need for higher data-rate is constantly growing to enhance the quality of the daily 

communication services. The full-duplex (FD) communication method has the 

potential for doubling the data-rate compared to the half-duplex one. However, part 

of the strong output signal of the transmitter interferes with the receiver because they 

share the same antenna with limited attenuation and, as a result, the receiver’s 

performance is corrupted. Hence, it is critical to remove the leakage signal from the 

receiver by designing another block called self-interference cancellation (SIC). The 

main goal of this dissertation is to develop the SIC block embedded in the current-mode FD 

receivers. 

To this end, the regenerated cancellation current signal is fed to the inputs of the base-

band filter located after the mixer of a (direct-conversion) current-mode FD receiver. 

Since the pattern of the transmitter (the digital signal generated by the DSP) is known, 

a high-speed digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) with medium-resolution can 

suppress the main part of the leakage on the receiver path. A capacitive DAC (CDAC) 

is chosen among the available architectures because it is compatible with advanced 

CMOS technology for high-speed and the medium-resolution applications. Although 
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the main goal of the design is to perform the SI cancellation, it can also be employed 

as a stand-alone DAC in the Analog (I/Q) transmitter. The SIC circuitry includes a 

trans-impedance amplifier (TIA), two DACs, high-speed digital circuits, and built-in-

self-test section (BIST). 

According to the available specification for full-duplex communication system, the 

resolution and working frequency of the CDAC are calculated to be equal to 10-bit (3 

binary+ 2 binary + 5 thermometric) and 1GHz, respectively. To relax the design of the 

TIA (settling time of the DAC), the CDAC is implemented using a 2-way time-

interleaved (TI) approach (bringing the effective SIC frequency to 2GHz) without 

using any calibration technique. The CDAC is also developed with the split-capacitor 

technique to lower the negative effects of the conventional binary-weighted DAC. By 

adding one extra capacitor on the left-side of the split-capacitor, LSB-side, the value 

of the split-capacitor can be chosen as an integer value of the unit capacitor. This 

largely enhances the linearity of the CADC and cancellation performance. 

When the block works as a stand-alone DAC in non-TI mode, for a digital input code 

representing around 10.74MHz Sinusoid with an amplitude 1dB below full-scale the 

ENOB, SINAD, SFDR, and output signal are 9.4-bit, 58.2dB, 68.4dBc, and -9dB, 

respectively. The simulated value of the |𝐷𝑁𝐿| (static linearity) is less than 0.7. When 

operating in the SIC mode, the capacitive-array woks in the TI mode and cancellation 

current is set to full-scale. For this case, the SNDR, SFDR, SNDRequ. are 51.3dB, 

15.1dB, 24dBc, 66.4dB, respectively.  

The layout was optimally drawn to minimize both non-linearity and power-

consumption of the decoders, and to reduce the complexity of the DAC. By 

distributing the thermometric cells across the array and using symmetrical switching 

scheme, the DAC is less subjected to the linear gradient effect of the oxide. Based on 

the post-layout simulation results, the deviation of the design after drawing the layout 

is studied. To compare the results of schematic and post-layout designs, the same 
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simulation conditions are used for both cases. From post-layout simulations when the 

block works as a stand-alone CDAC, the ENOB, SINAD, SFDR are 8.5-bit, 52.6dB, 

61.3dBc, respectively. The simulated value of the |𝐷𝑁𝐿| (static linearity) is limited to 

1.3. Likewise, the SI signal at the output of the TIA, SNDR, SFDR, SNDRequ. are equal 

to 44dB, 11.7dB, 19dBc, 55.7dB, respectively. 
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1 Introduction 

 

 

 

owadays, in 2021, it is impossible to conceive of life without advanced 

communication systems. Smartphones and tablets, for example, make our life 

different and the list of activities can be done with them are countless such as looking 

for the information on the Internet, consulting our emails, checking the news, 

watching streaming video, booking the ticket in our daily life. The evolution of 

wireless communication system is astoundingly fast; hence, it is generally 

acknowledged that the next generation of wireless communication systems enter 

diverse areas, from wirelessly connected vehicle-to-everything (V2X) to industrial 

manufacturing and health-care-sector [ 1]. However, these various services 

particularly need the data intensives ones. For example, a multimedia streaming led 

to a huge rise of the data traffic compared to the use of communication systems for 

traditional tasks like voice calls and text messages. The significant potential for the 

N 

 

 Figure 1-1 The technology trends of wireless communication systems [ 1]. 
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speed and capacity of the wireless technology should be looked for in the somewhere 

else. Hence, it imposes special requirements on the communication systems’ 

infrastructure and networks [ 1]. The visual technology tends of wireless 

communication systems, from 1G to 6G standards, is visually shown in Figure 1-1. 

1.1 Duplex Communication Systems 

The term duplex refers to the capability of a communication system to transmit and 

receive the data simultaneously or one at a time. There are two kinds of duplex 

communication systems, namely half-frequency-duplex (HD) and full-duplex (FD). 

With HD mode, the data can just transfer data in one direction at one time slot. Each 

transceiver merely has one antenna in wireless communication systems shared 

between transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX). On the other hand, simultaneous 

transmission and reception on the same channel is defined as full-duplex method. The 

essential characteristics of different duplexing methods are shown in Figure 1-2. Time-

division duplexing (TDD) and frequency domain duplex (FDD), which is sometimes 

referred to as out-of-band FD and uses two different frequencies for transmission and 

reception, shown in  Figure 1-2 (a) and (b), respectively. There is a frequency gap 

between the RX and TX paired to allow simultaneous transmission on two 

frequencies. The bands also have an enough separation to enable the transmitted 

 

Figure 1-2   Transmission and reception of data in (a) time division multiplexing (TDD) 

(b) frequency division duplexing (FDD) and (c) in-band full-duplex (IBFD).  
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signals not to excessively impair the RX performances. The separation must be 

sufficient to allow the roll-off of the antenna filtering to attenuate the transmitted 

signal within the receive band [ 2]-[ 3]. Both schemes work in the HD mode, where the 

separation of the sent and received signals of a single user in either time or frequency 

leads to inefficient use of limited wireless resources. The out-of-band noise of TX’s 

FDD falls into RX band, its sensitivity and noise-figure will be degraded as well [ 4]. 

By using the FD method, referred to in-band FD (IBFD) and shown in Figure 1-2 (c), the 

spectral efficiency obviously doubles due to simultaneous transmission and receipt of 

the data. Accordingly, the operators and industry are thus very willing to the IBFD 

technique. Besides, with a little change, it can be employed to any type of wireless 

standards.  

1.2 Motivation  

The wireless communication systems share the same medium, the air, to transmit and 

receive the data. The Tx signal will appear, attenuated part, at the own Rx chain, and 

eventually turning into a huge self-interference (SI) [ 3]. This SI dominates at the Rx 

path and all the desired signals are absolutely buried under this strong unwanted 

signal. Hence, it will degrade the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the back end of the 

receiver, potentially eroding any enhancement in spectral efficiency. Without any 

attenuation of this SI, the IBFD operation, taking advantage of its benefit, is clearly 

impossible. The IBFD transceivers relies on cancellation techniques to suppress the SI. 

Active research has been carried out around the globe on to explore effective self-

interference-cancellation (SIC) techniques. I have carried out a thorough theorical 

research and look for the practical realization way to remove SI in the RX side and 

utilize the theoretically doubling the capacity due to the full-duplex operation. By 

utilizing the power of modern sub-nanometer CMOS technology, a high-speed and 

high dynamic range capacitive digital-to-analog (DAC), a high-speed digital sequence 
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controller & built-in-self-test (BIST) circuits, and a power-full filter is developed to 

realize the SIC function for the current-mode FD receiver. 

1.3 Organization of this Dissertation 

This thesis plans to enlarge upon a new SIC method to eliminate the SI on RX to 

capitalize on the spectral efficiency of the FD method in current-mode receiver. The 

organization of the thesis is as follows. 

Chapter 2 presents a background knowledge about the modern current-mode 

transceivers in the FD configuration. Then, the concept of the TX’s signal leaks into 

the RX path is described, and three state-of-the-art articles are shortly mentioned. 

Finally, a system level analysis of the proposed SIC block is presented, some 

parameters are calculated, and its blocks are introduced. 

Chapter 3 explains the major obstacles and the important blocks and points for 

developing the high-speed TIAs. Moreover, its sub-blocks, such as OTA’s stages, are 

explained and designed. Finally, the TIA’s performance, such as settling time and 

noise, is validated by using various kinds of simulations to satisfy the SIC block. 

Chapter 4 first gives the necessary information about the DAC and its important 

figures-of-the-merits. Then, the used capacitive-array’s structure and switching 

scheme are thoroughly explained. The concept of the time-interleaved method is 

mentioned (in this chapter) to boost the data rate.  Finally, more explanations are given 

about the digital unit including the hardware-description-language and manually 

designed logic circuits.  

Chapter 5 shortly re-explains each block, including the TIA and capacitive-array. The 

blocks must be connected to create the unit (design) and explore the design’s 

simulation in the different working modes such as SIC and DAC. Next, the test-

benches and simulation results of the design are presented in the schematic level. 
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Drawing the layout and special techniques to improve the performance of the design 

are explained in this chapter. The post-layout simulations are presented to compare 

the performance of the system after and before drawing the layout as a final 

explanation. 

Conclusion explains the design achievements and how one can proceed with the results 

of the dissertation. 
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2 The FD Transceivers and Self-

Interference-Cancellation (SIC) Schemes  

 

 

his section includes background information about full-duplex (FD) transceivers 

and preliminary information with regard to the designed self-interference-

cancellation (SIC). As mentioned in the previous section, in “Motivation” sub-section, 

the self-interference (SI) is the major bottleneck for using the full-duplex (FD) method 

in the wireless communication systems. This chapter also provides a background 

information about a (direct-conversion) current-mode transceivers building-blocks 

and some of their technical parameters. Moreover, the concept of the SIC is explained 

in more details along with a few state-of-the-art SIC designs. Finally, the proposed SIC 

and its blocks are presented according to design’s parameters.  

2.1 Transceivers 

Among the available architectures for implementing the transceivers, the direct-

conversion architecture was chosen in my thesis, and its block diagram is illustrated in 

Figure 2-1. 

The TX block is shown in the bottom of Figure 2-1. The digital-signal-processor (DSP) 

unit creates the sequences of bits, and then they will be converted to Analog signal by 

employing the DAC. Afterwards, a low-pass filter (LPF) suppresses the high-

frequency components to smooth the wanted signal. Quadrature up-conversion 

follows including two up-conversion paths called I/Q driven by in-phase (I) and 

quadrature- phase (Q) [ 2]. 

T 
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The receiver-side’s functionality is reserved compared to the TX’s one, as shown on 

the top of  Figure 2-1. It is composed of a low-noise amplifier (LNA), quadrature down-

conversion mixer, Analog BB circuitry involving variable-gain amplifier/ LPF, and 

Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) [ 2]. Because the local oscillator frequency is set 

exactly to its incoming radio-frequency (RF) signal, this architecture is called “direct-

conversion”. Likewise, the quadrature down-conversion of the receiver incorporates 

two down-conversion paths, namely I/Q. The received RF signal will be converted to 

the Analog BB, and then digitized to the digital BB, bit stream, by ADCs after passing 

through the consecutive stages. Hence, the Analog BB signal should not exceed the 

dynamic range of the ADCs. 

2.2 Linearity Definition 

The non-linearity of RF components plays a critical role in the communications 

systems, especially in the presence of interferes and large signals. To explore the 

linearity in more details, first the single-tone analysis is considered, and then two-tone 

analysis is mathematically analysed. The linearity is a broad topic which is vastly  

 

Figure 2-1 Block diagram of a direct-conversion wireless transceiver [ 2]. 
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discussed in the literatures for both transmitter and receiver sides, but it is out-of-

scope of this thesis, and only short and useful information is presented here. To 

understand the effect of distortion and spectral regrowth, let us consider an amplifier 

with a memoryless characteristic as shown below.  

2.2.1 One-tone Test 

 The linearity for one-tone signal is explained here. The relationship between the input 

and output is shown in Figure 2-2, and a memoryless block is represented by Taylor’s 

series as follows: 

𝑦𝑜(𝑡) =  𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑥𝑖𝑛(𝑡) +  𝛼2𝑥2
𝑖𝑛(𝑡) + 𝛼3𝑥3

𝑖𝑛(𝑡) + ⋯      Eq. ( 2-1) 

where 𝑥𝑖𝑛(𝑡) is the input signal, 𝑦𝑜(𝑡) is the output signal ( 𝑦𝑜(𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥𝑖𝑛(𝑡) are not 

necessarily voltage signal), 𝛼1 can be referred to as the small signal gain of the 

component, and  𝛼2, 𝛼3 , …, 𝛼𝑖 (other coefficients) represent the second and third  and 

higher orders nonlinear coefficients. If the input signal has a small swing, we can 

neglect all the nonlinear coefficients such as 𝛼2 and 𝛼3. Increasing the amplitude of the 

input signal, 𝑥𝑖𝑛(𝑡), the large signal behaviour plays a key role in the characteristic of 

the output signal; hence, the effect of higher orders coefficients cannot be ignored 

anymore. The output gradually will be saturated in the certain input (voltage or 

power) so that the gain compression concept will be raised.  For the sake of simplicity, 

the first three terms of Eq. (2-1) are used to study the non-linearity concept. Assuming 

 

Figure 2-2  A single-tone test of a memoryless block [ 3]. 
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a single-tone, continuous-wave, input signal, 𝑥𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔0𝑡), is passing through 

the nonlinear device, the output can be expressed as: 

𝑦𝑜(𝑡) = 𝛼0 +  𝛼1𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔0𝑡 + 𝛼2𝐴2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜔0𝑡 + 𝛼3𝐴3𝑐𝑜𝑠3𝜔0𝑡 + ⋯ =       

𝛼0 +  
𝛼2𝐴2

2
+ ( 𝛼1 +

3𝛼3𝐴2

4
) × 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔0𝑡 +  

𝛼2𝐴2

2
𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜔0𝑡 +

𝛼3𝐴2×𝐴

4
𝑐𝑜𝑠3𝜔0𝑡     Eq. ( 2-2) 

The output signal of the nonlinear device shows multiple harmonics of the input 

frequency as shown in Eq. (2-2) [ 3]. The linear gain of the device, ( 𝛼1 +
3𝛼3𝐴2

4
) , will 

not become constant anymore in such a case. A large signal behaviour would result in 

amplitude compression for 𝛼1𝛼3 < 0, which is usually the case for most RF cases (the 

case of  𝛼1𝛼3 > 0 is not considered here and called expansion). To get a feeling for the 

gain compression, the concept of 1-dB compression point was defined by engineers 

and researchers, 𝑃1𝑑𝐵, as the input level that leads to the linear small-signal gain to 

drop by 1dB, illustrated in  Figure 2-2 [ 3]. The single-tone spurious-free dynamic range 

(SFDR) is a good parameter to compare the linearity of different blocks and be defined 

as the ratio of the power of the input signal to the peak spurious in dB. The spurs can 

be caused at the harmonics of the input frequency due to non-linearities in the device, 

at subharmonics of the sampling frequency due to mismatch or so on. Another way 

for representing the SFDR is shown below. 

𝑆𝐹𝐷𝑅 =  
2

3
× (𝐼𝐼𝑃3 − 𝑀𝐷𝑆)     Eq. ( 2-3) 

Where MDS and IIP3 represent the minimum discernible signal and third-order 

intercept point, respectively, which will be explained in more details below. 

2.2.2 Two-tone Test 

 In the presence of strong interferences, the receiver should be sufficiently linear to 

avoid masking the wanted signal, for example, with the intermodulation products. 

When two interferes accompany the wanted signal at the input of one device such as 

mixer, LNA, or amplifier, the intermodulation products will be produced at the 
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output due to non-linearity effect of the device. If two interfere signals, in-band (IB) 

or out-of-band (OOB), at frequencies 𝜔1 and 𝜔2 are sensed by the nonlinear system, 

they will mix and make spurious signals at the output, that are not necessarily 

harmonics of these two frequencies, called intermodulation distortion (IMd). We 

assume a two-tone signal with the same amplitudes, 𝐴, shown in Figure 2-3 (a), appear 

at the input of a nonlinear amplifier, 𝑉𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔1𝑡) + 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔2𝑡). To get a feeling, 

three first terms of formula Eq. (2-1) are considered like the one-tone test case; hence, 

𝑦𝑜(𝑡) is calculated as shown below: 

𝑦𝑜(𝑡) = 𝛼1𝐴1𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔1𝑡) + 𝛼1𝐴1𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔2𝑡) + ⋯ + 𝛼2𝐴1
2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔1 − 𝜔2) 𝑡 + ⋯ 

+ ⋯ +
3𝛼3𝐴1

3

4
𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜔2 − 𝜔1) 𝑡 +

3𝛼3𝐴1
3

4
𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜔1 − 𝜔2) 𝑡 + ⋯  Eq. ( 2-4) 

Where some terms are neglected such as 2𝜔2 + 𝜔1 component since it is located out-

of-band, the tones at 2𝜔2 − 𝜔1 and 2𝜔1 − 𝜔2 are called the third order 

intermodulation products (IM3) and the tone at 𝜔1 − 𝜔2 is the second order 

intermodulation product (IM2) [ 3]. Intermodulation products are problematic in RF 

 

Figure 2-3  (a) two-tone test of a memoryless block (b) the definition of second and 

(IIP2) (c) the definition of third-order intercept points (IIP3) [ 3]. 
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system for various kinds of reasons. The IM3 product, for example, gives additional 

in-band frequency content, called “spectral regrowth”, which is close to the 

modulated signal, and will corrupt the quality of desire signal in the RX side. The 

designers make their effort to keep the IM3 level lower than a level defined by the 

communication standard and protocols during the circuit design. As shown in Figure 

2-3 (c), the (figurative) point at which the IM3 intersects with the fundamental is 

referred to as third intercept point (IP3), expressed in Eq. (2-5) below [ 3]. 

 𝑃𝐼𝐼𝑃3 =  √
4

3
|

𝛼1

𝛼3
|      Eq. ( 2-5) 

When it is referred to the input signal (power), is called Input IP3 (IIP3), however, if it 

is defined to the output one it is called Output IP3 (OIP3). Note that the third-order 

intercept point is achieved from an extrapolation, and it is an imaginary point since 

the input of the system cannot operated at that point (at relatively high-voltage or 

high-power levels). IP3 generally is around 10dB more than 1dB compression point. 

While the input signal rise by 𝐴, the IM3 will rise by 𝐴3  in  Figure 2-3. The IIP2 plot is 

also shown in Figure 2-3 (b). The extrapolated (figurative) point at which the second 

order distortion product meets the fundamental is called the Intercept point (IP2) and 

expressed as below [ 3]. 

 𝑃𝐼𝐼𝑃2 =  
𝛼1

𝛼2
     Eq. ( 2-6) 

2.3 Transmitters 

The function of the transmitter is to perform the Analog or digital modulation, 

frequency up-conversion, and act as an RF driver between the Analog BB and the 

antenna. The power amplifier (PA) is located at the end of TX chain, which amplifies 

the transmitted signal to the desired power level and provide necessary output 

matching between the antenna and PA. The TX should be capable of adjusting its 

output power to have relatively high peak-power along with a good efficiency. For 

example, the 802.11b WiFi standard delivers an output power up to level of +20dBm [ 
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4]. Another important issue with regards to the transmitter is the non-linearity due to 

large signal operation.  

Some important parameters of the transmitters are explained in the following sub-sections, 

there are still many other parameters which are out-of-scope of this dissertation. 

2.3.1 Transmitter architecture  

Transmitters’ architecture divides up in two main categories, namely Analog (Analog-

intensive or conventional TX) & digital-to-RF (digital-intensive) transmitters [ 5]. Their 

generic block diagrams (the direct-conversion I/Q architecture) are shown in Figure 2-4. 

The flexibility of an Analog-intensive direct-conversion transmitter, shown in Figure 

2-4(a), is acquired by dividing the RF-signal generation into separate functional blocks 

such as DAC, Analog reconstruction filtering, up-conversion, and amplification. One 

of the disadvantages of the former is to take up a large silicon area, which does not 

necessarily comply with technology scaling. It also suffers from common issues of the 

Analog design in the deep sub-micro. However, it is still attractive for many designers 

due to its lower OOB noise compared to latter [ 6].  

The intensive-digital transmitter, shown in Figure 2-4(b), moves one step toward the 

digital domain. The combining the digital signal processing and RF transmitter leads 

to new RF block. It is created by embedding the DAC and mixer as a one-unit cell. 

Table 2-1 reports the brief comparison between two architectures [ 6].  

s 
Figure 2-4   Generic block diagram of a direct-conversion I/Q transmitter (a) Analog-intensive 

and (b) digital-intensive [ 6]. 
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If the Analog filter is removed from digital-intensive transmitter, Figure 2-4(b), the OOB 

emission level rise, because RF matching circuitry slightly eliminates the OOB 

frequency components and the digital images are just attenuated by the zero-order-hold 

characteristic of the Sinc (
sin 𝑥

𝑥
)  function. Besides, the quantization noise of the DAC 

degrades the output spectrum. The first issue will be addressed by increasing the 

oversampling ratio (OSR) which is not hard in the advanced CMOS technology. For 

tackling the second problem, raising the number of the bits of the DAC is the most 

straightforward way. One way to implement high-resolution DAC, whose the number 

of the bits is more than 14 [ 7], is capitalized on the delta-sigma modulator technique 

in the digital BB. It relaxes the design from the developing Analog power-consumed 

and sensitive blocks. Moreover, it is worth saying that developing such a high-speed 

digital BB is feasible due to the available advanced CMOS process [ 6]. 

2.3.2 Transmitter Noise 

The noise of the TX mainly includes DAC’s quantization/ thermal noise. Thermal noise 

of the quadrature modulator and the noise of BB’s circuits also have contribution on 

the TX’s output noise. It can degrade the performance of the RX in FDD/ FD receivers. 

For example, a 4G handheld device works with other radio standards, such as 

Bluetooth and Global Positioning System, if we desire to receive the bands of various 

radios the OOB noise of the LTE transmitter, as a one of restriction, must be low 

enough inside the RX bands in order to allow coexistence of various radios [ 2]. For 

 

Transmitter Area Flexibility 
CMOS 

Scaling 

Supply 

Voltage 

Power 

Consume. 

OOB 

noise 

Analog-

intensive 
High Low No 

Relatively 

High 
High 

Relatively 

Low 

Digital-

intensive 

Relatively 

low 
High Yes Low  Low 

Relatively 

high* 

*  For, example, it can be lowered by using Delta-sigma modulator technique.  

 

Table 2-1 Comparison table between Analog and digital-intensive transmitters [ 6]-[ 7] 
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giving us insight into a real system, a simple calculation is done here to obtain the 

noise in the output of the PA. Given a typical TX noise floor of −156dBc/Hz, the noise 

contribution from the PA can be ignored, and for a signal bandwidth (BW) of 20 MHz, 

the TX noise integrated over the signal BW is more than 80dB below the transmitted 

signals [ 2]. 

2.3.3 Transmitter Linearity 

In high-performance wireless transceivers, transmitters can operate at a relatively 

high output power level and large signal mode. For example, the 802.11b WiFi 

standard, mentioned earlier, specifies the maximum TX output power up to +20dBm 

[ 2]. Hence, the non-linearity of transmitters is critical due to its large signal operation. 

The PA non-linearity causes two negative effects as follows:  

1) The distorted signal is transmitted. 

2)  The leakage from the carrier channels into the neighbouring frequency 

channels because of spectral regrowth.  

The transmitter’s non-linearity accompanied by a wanted signal in the RX side (for 

instance, the LNA) leads to desensitization or it will degrade the RX’s signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) , 𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
P𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
  [ 8].  

2.4 Full-duplex Current-mode Receivers  

The wireless communication systems are surrounded by various kinds of RF signals 

and noise. The major duty of an RF receiver is to detect the desire signals among 

unwanted signals and noise sources without degrading the SNR of the wanted signals. 
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High performance receivers employ external surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter to 

deal with the stringent blocking conditions in cellular radios. The SAW filters, on the 

other hand, are bulky and expensive, on the top of that, it is hard to implement them 

for the wide-band receivers [ 9]. Hence, the designers tend to remove the SAW filter in 

the RX path to implement SAW-less receivers as shown in Figure 2-5. In the remaining 

chapters, it is assumed that the receiver configures like the SAW-less one. Since the amount 

of OOB power exceeds the desired channel, the linearity of both front-end and 

digitizer generally becomes the major bottleneck for gaining the desired performance 

in the receivers, especially in SAW-less architectures, where there little or no RF 

filtering before the LNA. These non-linearities lead to cross-modulation products and 

some of them are folded-back into the wanted channel, which lowers the SNR. 

Accordingly, the excessive OOB blocking signal is a major issue in the SAW-less 

receivers [ 8]. In any case, the great benefit of the SAW-less receivers, motivates many 

designers and researchers to deal effectively with the mentioned issues. 

2.4.1 Current-mode Receivers 

The RF signal is picked up by the antenna and fed to the LNA with the output of this 

amplifier being current in the current-mode receivers instead of the voltage. Therefore, 

the front-end amplifier is called low noise transconductance amplifier (LNTA), some 

 

Figure 2-5  Block diagram of a SAW-less direct-conversion current-mode receiver [ 8]. 
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of its specifications are like the LNA such as low noise, shown in Figure 2-5. The current 

signal, after the LNTA, passes through the 4-phase, I/Q mixer and is finally converted 

into voltage by the trans-impedance amplifier (TIA). The great advantages of the 

current-mode receivers are listed below: 

1) The linearity of the LNTA, and the whole receiver, is improved due to less 

voltage swing on the receiver’s nodes. 

2) The power-consumption could be lowered. 

3) The design is suitable for wide-band applications, but the power-

consumption will probably be escalated in this condition. 

4) This scheme can work on higher frequency compared to the voltage mode 

receivers. 

This scheme is chosen in this dissertation due to the mentioned advantages. 

2.4.2 Receivers’ Sensitivity 

In the receivers, the capability of detecting a weak signal in the presence of noise is 

quantified through RX’s sensitivity [ 2]. The thermal noise is uniformly distributed 

across frequency spectrum and expressed in dB below. 

 𝑃𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙−𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 10 × log10(𝐾𝐵 × 𝑇 × 𝐵𝑊)    Eq. ( 2-7) 

where 𝐾𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the absolute temperature expressed in 

Kelvin, 𝐵𝑊 is the channel’s BW. The IB noise of the receiver is calculated by adding 

the receiver noise-figure (NF) to the thermal noise’s formula Eq. (2-7), defined by the 

Eq. (2-8) below. Then, the power of the noise floor is defined in the formula (2-9). It is 

important to add that the NF and PNoise-floor are usually expressed in dB. 

𝑁𝐹 =  
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑂𝑢𝑡

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑖𝑛
     Eq. ( 2-8) 

𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒−𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 =  𝑃𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙−𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 + 𝑁𝐹 =  −174
𝑑𝐵𝑚

𝐻𝑍
+ 10 × 𝐿𝑜𝑔10(𝐵𝑊) + 𝑁𝐹    Eq. ( 2-9) 
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 Finally, the sensitivity of the receiver is represented as the minimum detectable input 

(referred to antenna) power of the signal, Psens, with acceptable signal quality. The 

minimum detectable signal (MSD) is given by formula (2-10). 

                      𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠 = 𝑀𝐷𝑆 = 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒−𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 + 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛     Eq. ( 2-10)  

Where SNRmin is referred to a given output SNR approved by the communication 

standard and modulation’s type to detect the signal [ 3].  

2.4.3 Blocking Profile 

The blocking characteristics describes the RX capability to detect a wanted signal at 

its allocated channel in the presence of an interferer. While OOB blockers’ power are 

high, can be up to 0dBm, the IB blockers are generally very low power modulated 

signal. The blocking profile for a 5 MHz LTE is provided by the 3GPP and shown in 

Figure 2-6 [ 10]. 

2.4.4 ADC Dynamic’s Parameters 

In the noisy environment with many unwanted signals, the dynamic range (DR) of 

the ADC plays a key role to quantize the desired signal. As an example, a dynamic 

range of 60dB is needed for an ADC to detect 64-QAM signal in a WiFi transceiver, of 

which about 30dB is for SNR and another 30dB for various kinds of the margins [ 2].  

The DR is defined as a difference between minimum and maximum input signal of a 

block, represented with Eq. (2-11).  

 

Figure 2-6  IB and OOB profile of blockers for a 5 MHz LTE system [ 10]. 
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𝐷𝑅 = 𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑛        Eq. ( 2-11) 

The upper (PMax) and lower (PMin) are expressed as the maximum power in a block 

without clipping and the minimum detectable signal such as the minimum detectable 

signal (MDS) in the RX side, respectively. As an example, the LTE’s signal profile is 

shown in Figure 2-6. The DR of the receiver should be high enough to detect a desired 

signal in presence of the IB and OOB blockers. 

The SNR defines the performance of an ADC when the quantization noise is just 

considered (The SNR is expressed in dB), and other sources of noise are excluded 

(without any oversampling and noise shaping techniques).  

𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 6.02 × 𝑁 + 1.72     Eq. ( 2-12) 

Were N being the number of bits in the ADC. Another important parameter of an ADC 

is effective-number-of-bits (ENOB). It signifies the useful number of bits in the 

presence of noise and distortion.  The ENOB to closely related to signal-to-noise-

distortion (SNDR), defined below (the SNDR is expressed in dB). 

𝐸𝑁𝑂𝐵 =  
𝑆𝑁𝐷𝑅−1.76

6.02
   Eq. ( 2-13) 

2.5 Self-interference Cancellation (SIC) 

The Leakage from TX path can pass through different paths to RX chain in the FDD/FD 

transceivers and is called Self-Interference (SI). The similar phenomenon happens in 

a closed-loop stimulation and recording, in the neuroscience [ 11]. After stimulation of 

the brain tissue and cortex, the weak signals should be recorded to see the 

corresponding response of it, but the artifacts severely degrade recording 

performance due to high amplitude of the artifacts [ 11].  

Various kinds of SI are classified [ 12] and are shown in Figure 2-7.  

1) A direct-coupling path such as through chip’s substrate or printed circuit board 

(PCB) lead to crosstalk between TX and RX.  
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2) There is RF leakage due to limited antenna isolation. 

3) The surrounding environment reflects part of TX’s signal, so it is picked up by 

the RX. 

In the FD link, the TX’s leakage, IM2 and IM3 components, phase noise, and DAC’s 

quantization noise leak to the RX path, and deteriorate the SNDR; hence, they corrupt 

the noise-floor of the RX.  Unfortunately, The RX’s path can even be saturated if the SI 

is too strong, and the RX data will be lost. Accordingly, it is hard to detect the MSD 

mixed with SI since the leakage signals usually are stronger than the input RF as 

shown in Figure 2-6. Hence, it is critical to sift the desire signal out from unwanted ones. 

It is worth noting an example for illustrating the SI concept. The output power of Wi-

Fi can be up to +20dBm, while the RX sensitivity is as low as −90dBm, as shown in 

Figure 2-8 [ 4]. It is required more than +120dB DR to safely detect the input signal, each 

modulation method needs the specific SNR mentioned in the figure, it is supposed 

here 10dB. However, it would need a power-hungry ADC and BB’s circuits which 

should not clip in such a high dynamic range, impossible to develop in that operating 

frequency by using the current technologies. As a consequence, it makes sense to look 

for alternative solution to overcome the negative effect of the SI.  

 
Figure 2-7  Generic view of a FD link subjected to the various kinds of SIs [ 12]. 
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The important difference between the SI and blockers is that the SI is generated inside 

the transceiver, so we have sufficient knowledge of its pattern, compared to the 

blockers for which we do not have exact information. In an ideal SIC block, a copy of 

the SI is re-generated, and then subtracted from residue signal in the RX path to 

alleviate the negative effect of the SI, hence, the BB circuits and ADCs can be 

developed in the current technology. The SIC block must show a negative sign 

response compared with the sum of the leakage paths, considering each leakage path 

has its own transfer function, shown in Figure 2-7 [ 13].  

2.5.1 Generic method of the SICs 

From the generic point of view, the SIC utilizes the knowledge of one or different 

points in the TX path to cancel the SI in the following domain: 1) the RF, 2) Analog BB, 

3) digital BB domain or 4) combination of two or more domains as it is shown in the state-

of-the-art publications in the next sub-section. The way of implementing the SIC 

architectures for a transceiver can be conceptually categorized, as shown in Figure 2-9,  

a signal (information) is tapped from the TX output, and then injecting it to the RX 

chain [ 12]. Here, it is important to mentioned that removing the noise and linearity of 

 

 Figure 2-8   An example of degrading the performance of RX due to presence of the SI in 

a FD radios [ 4]. 
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the leaked TX are not as simple as the main signal and it requires more complex 

circuits and algorithms which is out-of-scope of this thesis. For example, to lower the 

quantized noise leaked from the output of the digital-intensive transmitter, one way 

is to increase the ENOB of the RF-DAC. 

Figure 2-9 shows the various nodes using information of the TX’s path to re-create the 

cancellation signal and the diverse RX path to subtract the SI in the RX chain.  

1) The point of sampling the TX’s signal: 

a. Digital BB  

b. Analog BB 

c. RF at the input of the PA 

d. RF at the output of the PA  

2) The point of injecting the cancellation signal to the RX path:  

a.  RF at the input of the LNA  

b.  RF at the output of the LNA  

c. Analog BB  

d.  Digital BB  

e. Compound of the methods (a) to (d) 

 

Figure 2-9  Generic view of a SIC in a FD link, signal is tapped from various points in the 

TX path and injected to diverse points in the receiver [ 12]. 
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The TX signal can be tapped either from digital domain in the TX’s back-end or other 

part after the DAC in the Analog or RF domain. As an example, it is noteworthy to 

give an example of one of the available options of the cancellation in Figure 2-9 for 

illustrating the point. A digital BB data (option (a) in the TX side) is chosen as the point 

to sample the TX signal. Then the option (e) (in the RX side) is used to cancel the SI. 

Part of the SI is cancelled at the input of the LNA (option (a) in the RX path), and the 

rest is removed in the digital BB (option (d) in the RX path). Two step cancellation 

scheme is a widespread one in state-of-art SIC such as cancellation in the RF and 

digital back-end. 

The TX’s signal leaks from the output of the PA to the RX’s front-end contains most of 

unwanted signal including the non-linearities and noise; hence, the SIC block moved 

toward the antenna will shield the following blocks from the large SI alleviating their 

dynamic range requirements. 

2.5.2 SIC Practical Points 

It is worth emphasizing that developing the complete transceiver with embedded SIC 

block needs a lot of effort and experience. A few useful tips are shortly mentioned 

below to shed light on implementing the SIC’s. These points are considered in more 

details in the following chapters. 

2.5.2.1 Developing the DAC 

If the signal in the back-end TX (digital one) is used as a cancellation information to 

remove Analog SI in the RX path it must be converted into Analog, by a DAC, before 

being subtracted from the SI. The design of such a high-speed DAC with relatively 

high dynamic range is challenging. For example, power-consumption, noise, silicon 

occupied area, and linearity of the added block (to the transceiver’s design) can 

negatively affect the whole design. Removing the noise and IM component leakage 

are needed more complicated hard-ware and algorithm in the digital domain. The 
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proposed SIC block can just improve the dynamic range of the ADC without cancelling the 

non-linearity components and noise. 

2.5.2.2 The Multi-path SIs 

The TX signal can reach the RX path from multiple paths- with different delays. For 

example, if an object moves and become closer to the antenna the received signal will 

be less delay compared to the past.  Since the delays in the SI paths are not equal, the 

SIC transfer function should follow these changes. In this case, the SIC block can be 

seen as an interpolator trying to regenerate and track the true SI compounds. 

2.5.2.3 Closed-loop function 

The change in process-voltage-temperature (PVT) degrades the performance of the 

chips. Accordingly, it is critical to deal with such changes. Embedding a closed-loop 

block in the SIC can track them and adjust the transfer function of the SIC block.  

2.5.2.4 Viability of the SIC Design 

Finally, on the contrary of Figure 2-8, it is also predominant to know whether the SIC 

block is feasible to implement or not, and what are obstacle in the way. As mentioned 

in [ 4], the DR equals +120dB (compatible with longer range radios) is not easily 

practicable to design. For implementing the system-level of the SIC block of such a 

system, the following explanation is required.  The component or air interface can 

provide the isolation around +30dB between the TX and RX. Hence, it is inevitable to 

remove the remaining +90dB. If the DAC is developed to generate the replica of the 

leakage signal with +50dB amount of cancellation, which is feasible to design, the 

remaining SI (equal to +40dB) must be cancelled in the digital back-end. The 

mentioned example leads us to feasibly design blocks in terms of silicon occupied area 

and power consumption. 
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2.5.3 State-of-the-art SIC Scheme 

Three advanced and modern SIC design, embedded in the transceivers, are presented 

in this sub-section. 

2.5.3.1 Dirk-Jan van den Broek, JSCC 2015 [ 13] 

The proposed transceiver is used the attenuated copy from the transmitted signal, and 

provides simultaneous tuneable phase shift, amplitude scaling and down mixing 

using a vector modulator down-mixer, for the SIC in the RX Analog BB. The schematic 

of the design is shown in Figure 2-10. The RX should have very high SNDR, so high IB 

linearity under cancellation of strong SI. This prevents the SI from inducing distortion 

that raises the RX noise floor and masks the desired signal. The SIC must take place 

before amplification to prevent the RX to clip under strong SI. This keeps the SI 

distortion low and thus maximizes the digital cancellation and link budget potential [ 

13]. 

2.5.3.2  Tong Zhang, JSSC 2018 [ 4] 

The proposed FD transceiver takes advantage of a dual-injection path SIC 

architecture; the schematic is shown in Figure 2-11. The SIC is performed in two 

different points at the RX side, the RF and BB domain. The signal is tapped from the 

 

Figure 2-10 The FD transceiver including the Analog baseband SIC a vector-modulator 

down-mixer [ 13]. 
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output of the PA, then the regenerated signal is injected into the mentioned locations. 

Part of cancellation occurs in the RF domain as follows.  A copy of the TX’s leakage is 

injected into the input of the LNA to lower the TX’s leakage power. It prevents the 

following RX front-end from saturating. It is claimed that this technique has the 

positive effect of relaxing the needed linearity for the LNA and all the following RX 

blocks. Next, the regenerated signal is injected into the output of the BB in the RX 

chain with a feedforward path. Two adaptive filters (5-taps in the RF adaptive filter 

and 14-taps in the BB adaptive filter) are implemented to create an inverse time 

domain response of the leakage path while enabling the wideband SIC function [ 5].  

2.5.3.3 Aravind Nagulu, JSCC 2021 [ 14] 

The block diagram and die of [ 14] are shown in Figure 2-12. The proposed SIC technique 

uses finite-impulse-response (FIR) filters in the RF and BB domains. It utilizes a 

switched-capacitor true-time delay. The TX power is coupled capacitively to the RF 

canceler, and its output is connected to the LNTA input to realize the first stage of 

cancellation that increases the TX-induced compression of the receiver. Next, the BB 

canceler is capacitively coupled to the output of the down-conversion mixer, realizing 

the second stage of the cancellation. The wideband SIC in FD radios requires the 

achievement of large delay to accurately emulate the SI channel. The RF canceler 

 

Figure 2-11  The FD SIC architecture with the dual-injection paths [ 4]. 
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emulates the SI channel through a set of delay taps with varying delays followed by a 

weighted summation. The BB canceler removes the residue from the RF canceler after 

the down-conversion, and therefore, the delay taps in it must exhibit a bandwidth of 

the order of the cancellation bandwidth. The overall cancellation and bandwidth are 

limited by the amount of delay obtained in the RF canceler and the gain roll-off in the 

BB delay taps [ 14]. 

2.6 Proposed Canceller 

To enables FD operation correctly, a transceiver must be capable of attenuating the SI 

signal. Different SIC designs have been introduced for FD transceivers due to the 

importance of it. In this section, the proposed SIC method is explained at the system 

level to remove the SI in the BB domains according to required SIC and 

communication specifications mentioned in Table 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-12  Implementing the FD receiver with finite FIR and integrated RF and BB 

cancelers [ 14]. 
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The block diagram of the direct-conversion current-mode FD transceiver is shown in 

Figure 2-13 . The green rectangular shown at the left side of the figure below shows part 

of the TX side including the digital information and PA. The digital data is passed 

through the consecutive blocks, then the strong TX signal is sent to the antenna 

through circulator, the blue circle (three ports- in the photo) is a device typically used 

in the FD radios acting as a duplexer, allowing both transmitter and receiver to 

simultaneously work. Because of the limited attenuation of the circulator, a portion 

the TX signal leaks into the input of the LNTA which still can corrupt the quality of a 

weak signal in the receiver side. Hence, the SIC block plays a key role in the high-

quality transceivers.  

 

Param. 
PTX 

(dBm) 

ISOTXtoRX  

(dB) 

RF 

frequency 

(GHz) 

BWcancl 

(MHz) 

NF 

(dB) 

Margin 

(dB) 

RF 

Gain 

(dB) 

GmLNAT 

(mƱ) 

Value +20 +40 1 80 +8 +6 40-60 50 

 

 

Figure 2-13  The proposed SIC FD transceiver used in the direct-conversion current-mode 

receiver. 

Table 2-2 Design (RF) parameters of the proposed SIC. 
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2.6.1 RF Design’s Parameters 

Before starting to analyse and developing the SIC, it is necessary to know the 

corresponding RF design’s parameters. The useful and practical data have been 

gotten, shown in Table 2-2, from different source including the data given by my 

supervisor. In this Table, TX to RX isolation and cancellation bandwidth are 

abbreviated to ISOTXtoRX and BWcancel, respectively. 

2.6.2 Developed SIC  

As it was mentioned earlier, the SIC can be performed in the RF, Analog, mixed-signal, 

and/or digital domains, and can be done using either passive or active circuitry.  

The active RF cancellers are compact, widely tuneable, and reconfigurable. The 

fundamental challenge associated with the active RF SIC is the noise and distortion of 

the cancellation circuitry, which can limit the receiver’s performance. Then, the second 

limit is the cancellation BW, which is typically limited by the frequency selectivity of 

the antenna interface. 

The signal tapped from the output of the PA has most of the necessary information 

for doing the SIC, such as the non-linearities and noise, but it can have negative 

loading effect on the PA’s output and creating the delay of the RF/Analog signals. 

Likewise, by injecting the cancellation signal at the input of the LNTA, the SIC is done 

in the RF with a high-speed current DAC [ 15], but it introduces noise penalty being 

located before signal amplification. On the other hand, the digital data in the TX’s BB 

can provide signal processing and the delay implementation in the digital domain. 

The downside of this method is that non-linearity and any noise of the TX’s front-end 

will not considered in this cancellation scheme.  

There are various methods to perform cancellation according to information 

presented in Figure 2-9. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages, and 

we must also consider the practical points corresponded to each method. If the DAC 
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performs the SIC after the mixer at the input of the BB, as proposed here and shown 

in  Figure 2-13 with orange colour, the cancellation technique can benefit from the front-

end amplification and minimizing the noise degradation [ 16]. Moreover, by 

connecting the DAC to the virtual ground inputs of the TIA, immediately after the 

down-conversion mixer, the non-linear effects of the DAC are reduced a minimal 

additional power is required. Since the pattern of the SI is available, it is also possible 

to take advantage of the signal processing in the digital domain. 

2.6.3 Proposed SIC Constituent Blocks 

The blocks shown in Figure 2-13 with the orange colour are developed in this 

dissertation and are composed of three main blocks as follows [ 16]. 

1) Capacitive array 

2) TIA 

3) Digital circuits 

Here, the system level parameters of the blocks are calculated according to the SIC 

design. The developed design can be employed in two different modes, as follows. 

1) Minor application: As a stand-alone DAC with certain BW. 

2) Main application: The SIC block. 

Since the SIC is the main goal of this thesis, the parameters are calculated according 

to the SIC requirements. The link budget of the FD receiver is shown in Figure 2-14. It 

starts from the peak power in the transmitter, then the SI is attenuated by circulator, 

and it will end up to the noise floor in the RX side. 
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The calculation flow starts from here to finally achieve the amount of required 

cancellation represented as a different between maximum leaked transmitter’s power 

and the receiver noise floor, represented by PTotSIC. According to Eq. (2-9), the power 

of the RX noise floor is calculated to be equal, 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 = −174 + 10 ×

log10(80 × 106) + 6 = −87𝑑𝐵𝑚 .Therefore, the required cancellation is equal to 

𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑆𝐼𝐶 = 𝑃𝑇𝑋−𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 = +107𝑑𝐵, as it is depicted in  Figure 2-14. Besides, the 

leakage signal is attenuated by circulator by +40dB, and the rest of the SI should be 

removed by proposed mixed-signal SIC block. It is equal to  𝑃𝑆𝐼𝐶 = 𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑆𝐼𝐶 −

𝐼𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑅𝑋 = 67𝑑𝐵.  

2.6.3.1 Choosing the DAC 

The next step is to choose the proper architecture for developing the DAC. There are 

three major topologies of the DAC in terms of the fundamental cells, we explain them 

in more details below [ 17]:  

Resistive DAC (RDAC): It is comprised of resistors with different weights, switches, 

and sometimes an amplifier. The basic cell resistance could not be chosen too large to 

 

Figure 2-14 The illustration of the link budget of a FD communication system according to 

the specification mentioned in Table 2-2. 
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keep the thermal noise low. The design of the RDAC is straightforward, and it causes 

less spike compared to the switched-capacitor. However, it burns relatively high static 

current. Another downside is that resistor takes up more area and its tolerance is 

relatively large for most of applications [ 17]. 

Current DAC (IDAC): It constitutes by several current cells with different weights. it 

does not need an extra amplifier to properly work. It is also the best choice for high-

frequency and its occupied area is less than other kinds of the DAC. Again, it 

consumes static and dynamic power because current cells are continuously being 

switching. It is prone to have different output impedance, code-dependent error in 

high-frequency, because various current sources are on in the different period. 

Matching between current sources is also another practical problem and should be 

considered when drawing the layout. It is not scalable with the technology because 

IDAC needs minimum supply voltage to properly work [ 17].  

Capacitive DAC (CDAC): In recent years, the use of capacitive DAC in the SAR ADCs 

is increasingly growing (many articles are published in this manner) because it merely 

includes switches, capacitors, and some logic circuits which are suitable for advanced 

sub-nanometre CMOS process. If it uses as a stand-alone DAC, it needs an amplifier. 

It works in two different modes, namely charge sharing or redistribution. In contrast 

to IDAC, it does not need any headroom for properly biasing current sources. 

Moreover, it is less sensitive to jitter compared to the IDAC. The CDAC does not 

consume any static power (unless it needs an amplifier). The capacitors show high 

impedance at the working frequency, so their loading is usually negligible. Besides, 

the matching between capacitor is adequate in medium resolution, 8-12 bits, ADCs, 

and DACs. The ratio between maximum and minimum capacitive, matching, parasitic 

of the capacitors, and thermal noise are the limiting factor in this topology [ 17]. 
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2.6.3.2 System-level Parameters of the proposed DAC 

Here, the CDAC was selected because of the explanation above, especially since it can 

operate with a lower voltage supply to create the necessary current to cancel the SI [ 

17].  

The design of CDAC is explained below: 

First, we choose the best clock frequency of the CDAC to boost the performance of the 

SIC. To minimize mutual interference, the DAC should be synchronous with the 

down-conversion mixer [ 3]. So, the working frequency of the DAC (FS) is chosen to be 

twice the mixer clock i.e., 2 GHz. Thanks to over-sampling, the required SNRDAC is 

expressed in Eq. (2-15). 

𝑂𝑆𝑅 =
𝐹𝑠

(2×𝐵𝑊𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙)
    Eq. ( 2-14) 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝐷𝐴𝐶 = 6.02 × 𝑁 + 1.72 + 10 × log10(𝑂𝑆𝑅)   Eq. ( 2-15) 

Where N is the number of bits and OSR is the oversampling ratio. According to Eq.  

(2-15) and the information in Table 2-2, the number of bits is calculated equal to 9, but 

considering DAC non-idealities like static and dynamic non-linearity, we have added 

an extra bit making N=10. In principle, we can use noise and mismatch shaping to 

reduce N. However, the power consumption of the digital pre-processing can be too 

high due to the very high clock. To minimize power consumption, we avoided any 

noise shaping and digital signal processing at such a high frequency [ 18].  

Before initiating the transistor level design, it is critical to calculate the total 

capacitance of the CDAC (CT) because it creates the necessary current for cancellation. 

Two parameters usually play a key role in choosing the CT as follows. 

1) 
𝐾𝑇

𝐶𝑇
 noise  

2) Matching 

3) Cancellation requirement 
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Here, to compute the maximum SIC’s current, the maximum TX power, ISOTXtoRX and 

the LNTA’s transconductance, as reported in Table 2-2, are equal to +20dBm, +40dB, 

and 20mƱ, respectively. The peak’s leakage voltage at the input of the LNTA is equal 

to -20dBm, equivalent to +31.6mV, and will be converted to an RF current of 0.63mA. 

Eq. (2-16) provides us with the necessary data between RF parameters and the output 

current of the CDAC. 

𝐼𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐 = 𝐼𝐷𝐴𝐶(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒) =
𝑄𝐷𝐴𝐶

𝑇𝑆
= 𝐶𝑇  ×  𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓  ×  𝐹𝑆  (𝐴)    Eq. ( 2-16) 

Where QDAC is total charged transferred by the CADC to do the cancellation, VRef is 

the CDAC’s reference voltage related to its full-swing, and TS is period of the clock of 

the CDAC. VRef is chosen equal to 0.35V, as it will be explained in chapter 5, and TS is 

equal to 500ns. Therefore, the total capacitance is calculated to  1pF. 

The information with regards to TIA and digital parts, shown in Figure 2-13, will be explained 

in the following chapters. 
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3 Trans-impedance Amplifier (TIA) 

 

 

he trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) is a first order filter removing unwanted 

frequency band and also converting the current to voltage at the Analog back-

end of the current-mode receivers. For filtering OOB blockers, it provides low 

impedance path at the output of the mixer, as shown in Figure 3-1. For FD applications, 

to have high IB linearity, a wide bandwidth TIA is highly recommended along with 

low integrated IB noise, small area, and the smallest possible power-consumption [ 

19]. In this chapter, the TIA’s necessary blocks are discussed in more details. Then, by 

simulating the TIA’s performance, it is possible to check whether the design is suitable 

for the SIC or not.  

3.1 The Background Information 

As mentioned earlier, keeping the input impedance of the TIA low (Zin), not only over 

the BWBB but also for OOB frequencies is a key point in the current-mode receiver, to 

ensure a small voltage swing at the output of the mixer, and to guarantee high 

linearity of the receivers. The whole TIA start from the shunt (relatively big 

capacitance), called CZ, toward the output of Analog BB as shown in Figure 3-1. Because 

of the negative feedback around the TIA, its linearity performance is improved by the 

amount of the loop gain which is a function of the frequency [ 20]-[ 21]. The main duties 

of the TIA are re-listed below, as shown in Figure 3-1 [ 21]: 

1) The attenuation of OOB interferences. 

2) Maintaining a low Zin up to a high frequency. 

T 
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3) A large GBW of the operational-transconductance amplifier (OTA) to satisfy 

conditions (1) and (2) above. 

4) Maintain a relatively constant virtual ground at the output of the CDAC. 

The TIA is composed of the three main parts as follows: 

3.1.1 Feedback Network 

The feedback network is composed of RF and CF as shown around the amplifier in 

Figure 3-1. The RF amplifies the RX weak signal without any clipping at the TIA’s output 

(assuming at least 20dB of SI cancellation). The RF and CF set the BWBB of the receiver 

[ 20]. So, the RF specifications dictates how to select them. 

3.1.2 Input RC 

 This sub-block includes a relatively big capacitance (normally bigger than 8pF), called 

CZ, and small series resistor (less than 10Ω), defined by RZ. They are at the input of 

the TIA, as shown in Figure 3-1. The combination of the CZ in front of the TIA and the 

 

Figure 3-1  (Top) OOB blockers (bottom) conventional TIA structure [ 21]. 
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TIA’s inputs create the low impedance at the output of the mixer over the high-

frequency and low-frequency. The main contribution of the CZ is to filter the high-

frequency components after the mixer. It is also employed to absorb the current spikes 

when the CDAC discharges/charges the energy toward virtual ground. This limits the 

peak voltage at the inputs of the TIA. As a result, it avoids the input stage of the OTA 

from going into saturation decreasing the non-linearity of the system due to slewing. 

Furthermore, the combination of CZ and RZ also creates a high-frequency zero in the 

loop transfer function of the TIA boosting the small signal phase-margin [ 21]. The cost 

of adding CZ is to increase the occupied area and integrated noise. The large CZ also 

reduces the gain-bandwidth-product (GBW) of the TI’s, degrades the low-frequency 

performance of it. The integrated noise, assuming the other components of the TIA are 

noiseless, is obtained by Eq. (3-1) and is approximately equal to Eq. (3-4). 

𝑣2
𝑛𝑇𝐼𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑇𝐴

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ × |1 +
𝑍𝐹

𝑍𝑛𝐼𝑁
|

2
     Eq. ( 3-1) 

𝑍𝐹 = 𝑅𝐹 𝐼𝐼 (
1

𝑠 ×𝐶𝐹
)   Eq. ( 3-2) 

𝑍𝑛𝐼𝑁 =
1

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑥 𝐼𝐼 (
1

𝑠 ×𝐶𝑍
)
   Eq. ( 3-3) 

 𝑣2
𝑛𝑇𝐼𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≈ 𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑇𝐴

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ × (1 + (
𝐶𝑍

𝐶𝐹
))

2

× 
7×𝜋

4
× 𝐵𝑊   Eq. ( 3-4) 

Where 𝑣2
𝑛𝑇𝐼𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is the noise spectral density at the TIA’s output in (
𝑉2

𝐻𝑧
), V2

𝑛𝑂𝑇𝐴 is the 

noise referred to the input of the OTA in (
𝑉2

𝐻𝑧
), ZF is the feedback impedance, Rmix is 

the impedance seen at the output of the mixer [ 22]. It shows the equivalent resistor 

seen from the input of the TIA toward the LNTA when the capacitor parasitic (Cpar), 

before the mixer, is periodically switched, expressed by 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑥 =
1

8×𝐹𝐿𝑂×𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟
 . The 

equivalent noise model (signal ended) is shown in Figure 3-2 (the effect of the RZ is 
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negligible in this calculation). Thus, Eq. (3-1) explains the dependency of the output 

noise of the TIA with frequency [ 22], it includes a zero in the noise transfer function. 

Eq. (3-4) indicates that the integrated output noise will increase if the CZ rises. 

3.1.3 Frequency Domain’s Issues of the TIA and OTA  

The last part of the TIA is an active part, namely OTA. It is one of the principal 

building blocks in the Analog communication systems, especially filters. Both high 

DC-gain and high GBW (compared to the BWBB of the TIA) characteristics are 

required to obtain high-performance. With the shrinking of the feature size of the 

devices in advanced complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process, 

the intrinsic gain of the transistors decreases. For example, it could be as low as 10dB 

to 20dB, depending on the bias current, for 28-nm CMOS process. We cannot stack up 

the transistor to raise the gain of each stage due to lower supply voltage in the 

advanced CMOS technology. Hence, achieving the required (high) DC-gain of the 

OTA is a demanding task. The available option is to cascade, some gain stages to boost 

the DC-gain. However, this method increases the number of the low-frequency poles 

and causes either to lower the GBW of the OTA or to face stability issue. As a result, 

 

Figure 3-2  Amplifying noise of an OTA by CZ noise, single-ended model [ 21]. 
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it is critical to perform a complicated frequency compensation to ensure the stability 

of the OTA, but it may require burning more power as well. Ref. [ 23] explains that 

there is a trade-off between the DC-gain and the stability; therefore, the use of three 

or four -stages can be a good candidate for low-supply voltage in advanced 

technologies [ 23]. Here, a three-stages OTA is chosen because a four-stages OTA has 

higher power-consumption and one more low-frequency pole. Besides, the common-

mode stability of the whole OTA is a big challenge with four-stages [ 20].  

3.1.3.1 Stabilizing Methods (Compensation schemes) 

There are two well-known compensation techniques to ensure closed-loop stability as 

follows [ 24]. 

Pole-splitting: A simple two-stage miller compensation technique belong to this 

category, and Nested-miller-compensation (NMC) is employed for multi-stage OTAs 

as a general pole-splitting technique. In this strategy a dominant pole, which usually 

is at the output of first one-stage is sent to lower-frequency and the non-dominant 

poles move toward higher frequency. To this end, some capacitors are located around 

high-gain stages and Miller-effects play a key role. The pole-splitting heavily 

dissipates power to extend the GBW [ 24]-[ 25]. 

Pole-zero Cancellation: If a zero is created at the same location of a pole they can cancel 

each other, reducing the number of poles by one. However, imperfect pole and zero 

cancellation, because of different reasons such as changing in temperature, results in 

pole-zero doublet phenomenon. Unfortunately, this can degrade the time domain 

response of the closed loop of TIA due to slow settling-time component.  The simplest 

way to improve settling-time is to send the pole-zero doublet to relatively higher-

frequency. The benefit of the pole-zero cancellation motivates us to explain the 

doublet effect in more details showing how its negative impact can be addressed [ 26]. 
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3.1.3.2 Doublet Analysis 

Larger closed-loop GBW of the OTA does not necessarily result in a drop in the 

settling-time if the pole-zero doublet exists in the design. It is worthy emphasising that 

the doublet causes minor change in frequency response but may deteriorate the 

settling-time [ 27]. A linear model is used to study the closed-loop pole-zero doublet 

in the time domain response shown in Figure 3-3. For the sake of simplicity, the 

amplifier is in unity-gain feedback and its higher frequency poles near and after the 

GBW have been neglected. If the input is a step voltage with amplitude equals E, the 

time domain response of this model is given by the formulas below [ 26]. 

𝑉𝑂(𝑡) = 𝐸 × (1 − 𝑘1 × 𝑒−𝜔𝐺𝐵𝑊×𝑡 + 𝑘2 × 𝑒−𝜔𝑍×𝑡)   Eq. ( 3-5)   

𝑘1 ≈  1     Eq. ( 3-6) 

𝑘2 =
𝜔𝑍−𝜔𝑃

𝜔𝐺𝐵𝑊
     Eq. ( 3-7) 

Where 𝜔𝑍 , 𝜔𝑃, 𝜔𝐺𝐵𝑊  represent zero and pole of the doublet and GBW of the OTA, 

respectively. Eq. (3-5) shows the presence of a fast and slow-settling components in 

the response given by: the second and third exponential function, respectively. The 

time domain response to the step input is shown Figure 3-4. It clearly shows two 

different components are included in the response. The slow-component degrades the 

time-domain response performance of fast-circuits. A low-frequency doublet gives a 

 

Figure 3-3  Linear model of the unity-gain configuration of an amplifier to investigate the 

negative effect of a doublet on the settling time [ 27]. 
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term with a longer time-constant but with smaller amplitude, equals to 𝐸 × 𝑘2. On 

the other hand, the high-frequency component, the second terms in Eq. (3-5), settles 

fast although its initial amplitude is large. The former is inversely related to the 

doublet frequency. The latter is proportional to the open-loop doublet separation 

factor, the inverse of the loop gain at the doublet frequency, and the input step 

amplitude [ 28]. As a rule of the thumb, if the 0.1% settling-time is only considered the 

lower-frequency term may be within the acceptable error band and thus does not 

deteriorate the performance of the circuit. However, if settling-time equal to 0.01% is 

targeted the same doublet of the previous condition may cause a large increase in the 

settling-time. A higher-frequency doublet is likely to produce settling-time 

degradation in all cases, but its effect will die away much sooner [ 28]. 

 

Figure 3-4  Time domain answer of an unity-gain amplifier, Figure (3-3) , to show 

doublet slow and fast-settling components’ behaviours [ 28]. 
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3.1.3.3 Creating the Required Zero 

The method of pole-splitting does not work very efficient for stabilizing the amplifiers 

in high-speed circuit. Hence, the pole-zero cancellation technique is a useful approach 

in the high-frequency applications like high-speed Δ-Σ. There are two ways to create 

the zero as follows. 

Passive: The combination of passive elements is employed to generate the zero such as 

a series of a resistor and a capacitor, but it always creates a pole at higher frequency 

as well [ 20], [ 24].  

Active: Active zero is created by using the active devices, like transistors, [ 23]-[ 24], [ 

26]. The feedforward technique is one effective way to create such a zero. Besides, it 

can enhance the large signal behaviour of the amplifier due to the feedforward path. 

The basic concept of a multistage multipath feedforward OTA is formed by the 

combination of single stage amplifiers as shown in Figure 3-5(a), and it creates the high 

gain and the high bandwidth OTA. The first-order path in this amplifier is comprised 

of a single stage (𝑔𝑚1) while the third-order path consists of three stages 

 

Figure 3-5  (a) Conceptual diagram of a multipath feedforward OTA (b) gain and phase 

demonstration [ 29]. 
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(𝑔𝑚3𝐴, 𝑔𝑚3𝐵, 𝑔𝑚3𝐶). A second-order path (𝑔𝑚2𝐴, 𝑔𝑚2𝐵 ) provides a controlled transition 

from third- to first order behaviour. The overall gain of the amplifier is the envelope 

of the paths, as shown in Figure 3-5(b), because the path with the highest gain dominates 

the response of the amplifier [ 29]. To make the amplifier stable in a feedback loop, the 

gain must be gradually reduced from a high-order response to a first-order response 

around the unity gain frequency so that the phase response approaches 90 degrees as 

shown in Figure 3-5(b). The inter-stage capacitors shown Figure 3-5(a) models the output 

parasitic of each node, so this method is called no-capacitor feedforward (NCFF) 

scheme. The proposed NCFF compensation scheme relaxes the downsides of Miller 

compensation schemes, especially lowering the power consumption. However, 

adding capacitors to the second order and higher order paths, shown in Figure 3-5(a), 

can also be considered to ensure the OTA’s stability in the closed-loop [ 29]. The NCFF 

technique can simply be explained by the formula presented below. Here, we suppose 

the blocks, shown in Figure 3-5 (a), are represented with ideal gm-cells, and it is assumed 

in the calculation that there is not parasitic pole before the required GBW. The linear 

model is shown in Figure 3-6 to give an insight about the created zero. The calculation 

formulas start from Eq. (3-7) to (3-12). By writing equation in the different paths, 

namely ISt2 and IStFF, the output current, named IZ2 , can be calculated [ 26].  

𝑉𝑜1 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡1 × (𝑅𝑜1𝐼𝐼 
1

𝑠×𝐶𝑜1
) =

𝑉𝑖𝑛×𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡1×𝑅𝑜1

1+𝑠×𝑅𝑜1×𝐶𝑜1
    Eq. ( 3-8) 

𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡𝐹𝐹    Eq. ( 3-9) 

𝑖𝑆𝑡2 = 𝑉𝑜1 × 𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡2    Eq. ( 3-10) 
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𝑖𝑍2 = 𝑖𝑆𝑡2 + 𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
𝑉𝑖𝑛×𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡1×𝑅𝑜1

1+𝑠×𝑅𝑜1×𝐶𝑜1
× 𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡2 + 𝑉𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡𝐹𝐹   Eq. ( 3-11) 

  𝑉𝑜2 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 × 𝐻𝑝𝑧(𝑠) (
𝑅𝑜2

1+𝑠×𝑅𝑜2×𝐶𝑜2
)  Eq. ( 3-12) 

As it is shown in Table 3-1 , by changing the feedforward, gmStFF, alteration of the 

effective transconductance stage, gmeff, is negligible but the amplitude of the zero is 

changed. If we need to lower the amplitude of the zero it can be done either decreasing 

the DC-gain of the first and second stage of the OTA (by lowering Ao1 or gmSt2) or by 

increasing gmFF. Lowering the DC-gain has negative effects in other parameters of the 

TIA, like precision of the final value, and increasing the gmeff requires more power. 

 

Figure 3-6  Single-ended model for creating a zero by feedforward technique [ 26].  

 

 

Variable Formula Explanation/ Simplifying 

gmeff gmSt1× Ro1× gmSt2 + gmStFF 
Gain:   Ao1= gmSt1× Ro1 

Gm12:  gmeff≈ gmSt1× Ao1× gmSt2 

 

Hpz(s) 
1+𝑠

𝑠

𝜔𝑍

1+
𝑠

𝜔𝑝1

,  𝜔𝑝1 =
1

𝑠×𝑅𝑜1×𝐶𝑜1
  

 

𝜔𝑍 = (1 +
𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡1 × 𝑅𝑜1 × 𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡2

𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡𝐹𝐹
) × 𝜔𝑝1 

 

Table 3-1   Summary formula of the NCFF technique.                 
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3.2 Calculating the Frequency Domain Parameters 

Before starting to develop the OTA in the transistor-level, some system-level numbers 

must be calculated such as RF and CF.  

3.2.1 System-level Design 

Supply Voltage: The voltage supply of the OTA, Analog supply, is equal to 1.3V. The 

reason will be mentioned, shortly, there is a trade-off between the voltage swing at the 

output stage of the TIA and the amount of SIC. 

Input RZ and CZ: The single-ended model of the TIA design is shown in  Figure 3-7. This 

network is in the front of the OTA. As a rule of the thumb, choosing capacitance CZ 

between 8pF and 15pF could be good [ 20]. CZ is chosen about 10 times CT, i.e. the total 

CDAC capacitance, to limit initial spike voltage at the virtual ground. Likewise, the 

resistance of the RZ cannot vary too high because the low-frequency impedance seen 

after the mixer is equal to the series of resistance RZ and input resistance of the TIA, 

ZinTIA, expressed by Eq. (3-12), and should be small to fulfilling the criterion of the 

low-frequency linearity. On the other hand, creating a high-frequency zero, improve 

the phase-margin as we explain later. Hence, we need to consider both conditions 

when choosing RZ. A resistance between 7 to 15Ω could be a practical number. We 

choose 8.5Ω according to formula (3-13) and (3-14).  

 

𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑇𝐼𝐴 =
𝑍𝐹

𝐴+1
    Eq. ( 3-13) 

𝑓𝑍ℎ𝐹𝑖𝑛 =
1

2×𝜋×𝑅𝑍×𝐶𝑍
  Eq. ( 3-14) 
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Feedback Network (RF and CF): These two components are used in the feedback path, 

and the BB’s current is converted into voltage by RF [ 21]. Due to the specification of 

the project, written in Table 2-2, and Eq. (3-14), the resistance is calculated to 𝑅𝐹 = 2𝐾Ω. 

Given the BWBB of the RX, written in the table, capacitance CF is calculated by formula 

(3-15) equal to 𝐶𝐹 = 2𝑝𝐹. 

𝐴𝑅𝑋 = 𝐺𝑚 × 𝑅𝐹          Eq. ( 3-15) 

 𝑓𝐵𝑊 =
1

2×𝜋×𝑅𝐹×𝐶𝐹
    Eq. ( 3-16) 

OTA: To obtain the necessary DC-gain of the OTA, as mentioned in paragraph 3.1.3, s 

three-stages amplifier is a good start point. Each triangle in  Figure 3-8  represents one 

transconductance stage (gm), and Roi and Coi shows the equivalent output resistor and 

capacitor of the previous stage, respectively [ 23]-[ 25]. The Roi contributes to 

generating the gain of a stage, represented by Eq. (3-17). The dominant pole of each 

stage is created at its output of it and represented by Roi and Coi in Eq. (3-18). 

 

Figure 3-7  Single-ended block diagram of the Analog section [ 16]. 
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                                         𝐴𝑆𝑡𝑖
= 𝑔𝑚𝑆𝑡𝑖 ×  𝑅𝑜𝑖     Eq. ( 3-17) 

𝑓𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑜
=

1

2×𝜋×𝑅𝑜𝑖×𝐶𝑜𝑖
    Eq. ( 3-18) 

Three dominant poles exist in Figure 3-8 due to the three-stages OTA, it is supposed 

that the internal non-dominant pole of each stage is negligible. In a high-frequency 

application, high-frequency CDAC and TIA, the pole-splitting technique is not useful 

because of the explaining in 3.1.3.1. Hence, it is important to have two zeros to stabilize 

the TIA and enhance the phase-marge, as mentioned in 3.1.3.3. From Figure 3-7, it is 

understandable that one of the zero can be created by the combination of RZ and CZ. 

The next zero is made by using feedforward sub-block, StFF, the calculation is reported 

in  Table 3-1. In contrast to Figure 3-5 (a), for creating a zero the first transconductance, 

gm1, is removed because it not only decreases the output impedance of the output 

stage, lowering the DC-gain of the TIA, but increases the power-consumption of the 

whole TIA [ 23].  

 

Figure 3-8  Single-ended model of the developed OTA [ 16], [ 30]. 
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Gm-cell: The DC-gain and the dominant pole are usually inversely related to each 

other. Hence, either decreasing the gain of the amplifier or consuming more power is 

the way to keep the specification. 

DC-gain and GBW: By simulating the system-level of thee design in the SIC mode, 

using the SIC’s parameters of Table 2-2, and considering a cancellation of more than 

67dB, the minimum acceptable DC-gain (Adc0) and GBW for the OTA must be more 

than 70dB and 4.4GHz, respectively. Accordingly, the TIA sub-blocks should be 

designed to meet these criteria. Finally, it is important to check how much effect the 

doublet has on the performance of the SIC block.  

3.2.2 Poles and Zeros arrangement 

The arrangement of the poles and zeros effectively define the performance of the TIA. 

Hence, the location of them should carefully considered and studied. As mentioned 

earlier, there are three poles (at the end of each OTA stage) and two zeros (one created 

by StFF and another one by the combination of the RZ and CZ).  

Poles and Zero Locations: The amplitude of the TIA loop transfer-function is shown in 

Figure 3-9. The effect of two dominant poles and a zero effect in the performance of the 

 

Figure 3-9   The amplitude of transfer function G-loop of the TIA employed the two 

poles/ one zero compensation technique. 
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TIA is visible (fz1 helps to adjust the phase-margin by choosing it one-third of GBW 

of the TIA). This method is called two poles/ one zero compensation [ 20]. 

High-frequency Doublet: One of the high-frequency poles, should be cancelled with one 

of the zeros. Among the three poles, the one at the end of the second stage has this 

specification in our case. Consequently, its DC-gain cannot be high as explained 

above. This pole-zero cancellation clearly causes a doublet but not a harmful one. 

First pole: The first pole is at the end of the last stage (St3) due to large capacitor (CZ) 

with moderate amount of the DC-gain.  

First stage: The first stage should have higher gain to lower the input-referred-noise of 

the following stages. Hence, its output pole creates the second pole. 

Non-dominant poles: It is important to emphasize the adverse effect of the parasitic and 

non-dominant poles on phase-margin, even if they are located after GBW. For 

example, it will be explained in the next sub-section that one of the non-dominant 

poles of the first stage, located at the source of the Cascode amplifier, degrades the 

phase-margin of the whole TIA. 

3.3 Transistor-level Design of the OTA 

After gaining some system-level parameters of the design in the previous section, 

developing in the transistor-level starts and it is important to tackle the issues in the 

real word such as parasitic components and mismatches [ 30].  

Note: For simplicity, the common-mode-feedback (CMFB) and bias circuits are not 

shown in the transistor-level figures of the OTA’s stages. The bulk pins of all PMOSs 

and NMOSs are connected to the Analog supply voltage (VddA) and ground (gndA), 

respectively. All the transistors are chosen from the regular (1V) RF category in the 

Analog part unless the opposite of it mentioned. 
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3.3.1 First Stage (St1) 

The first is located at the input of the OTA, and it is shown with blue colour in Figure 

3-8. It contributes to the DC-gain of the whole OTA. Besides, its gain should also be 

high enough to alleviate the input-referred-noise, VnOTA , of the following stages, as 

shown in Figure 3-2. Hence, for lowering the noise at the output of the TIA, not only the 

gain of the St1 should be relatively high but also its own noise should be chosen as 

much as possible low. To this end, the Cascode topology is employed here, as shown 

in Figure 3-10. Since the supply voltage is not high enough, current reuse in both PMOS 

and NMOS is impossible [ 30]. The input common-mode voltage is set by the output 

of the third stage, to be equal the half of the Analog supply voltage 
𝑉𝑑𝑑𝐴

2
. The PMOS 

transistors are used as input ones (with ultra-low Vth) due to low input common-mode 

voltage (Vcmin=0.65V). The output pole of this stage cannot at high frequency since its 

 

Figure 3-10  (a) First stage of the developed OTA (St1) and (b) the dimensions of the 

transistors. 
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gain is relatively high. The second pole is at the output this stage. The input-referred-

noise of a PMOS or NMOS transistor is given by the formula (3-19) [ 30]. 

𝑣2
𝑛

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  
4𝐾𝑇×𝛾

𝑔𝑚
 +

𝑘

𝐶𝑜𝑥×𝑊𝐿
×

1

𝑓
  Eq. ( 3-19) 

Where 𝑔𝑚 is transconductance of the transistor, 4𝐾𝑇 × 𝛾 is a constant, 𝑊𝐿 indicates 

the gate area, and 𝑓 (in the second term) represents frequency. The first and second 

term in the Eq. (3-19) are due to Thermal and Flicker noise sources, respectively. The 

total input-referred-noise of St1 , with a reasonable estimation to the input-referred-

noise of the following stages, is expressed by Eq. (3-20) [ 30].  

𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑇𝐴

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ≈ 𝑣2
𝑛𝑆𝑡1

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 2 × (𝑣2
𝑛𝑝2𝑎

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + (
𝑔𝑚𝑝1𝑎

𝑔𝑚𝑝2𝑎
 )

2

× 𝑣2
𝑛𝑝1𝑎

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + (
𝑔𝑚𝑛1𝑎

𝑔𝑚𝑝2𝑎
 )

2

× 𝑣2
𝑛𝑛2𝑎

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)  

Eq. ( 3-20) 

Where gmp1a and gmn1a are transconductance of each transistor, and V2np1a and 

V2nn1a are the noise of the MN1a and MP1a in Figure 3-10 and given by Eq. (3-19). The 

input transistors, MP2a,b , are chosen PMOS type due to less Flicker noise. The 

dimensions of all the transistors are given on the right side of Figure 3-10. From Eq. (3-

19), lowering the gate length of the top (MP1a,b) and bottom (MN1a,b) current sources 

will decrease the input-referred-noise of the St1 because of the reduced 

transconductances. The gate length of the input transistors is chosen 50-nm, there is a 

trade-off between its Flicker noise and parasitic pole at the source of the Cascode 

transistors. By choosing a large gate length for the Cascode transistors (MP3a,b – 

MN2a,b), St1‘s DC-gain rises, but the non-dominant pole at the source of the Cascode 

transistors decreases which leads to degradation of the phase-margin of the TIA. So, 

the gate length of the Cascode transistors is chosen close to the minimum, which 

equals 40-nm. 

The DC-gain of the first stage is expressed in Eq. (3-21). Assuming that the resistance 

seen from the output toward the NMOS and PMOS transistors is similar the formula 
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is expressed (simplified) by Eq. (3-21). From simulations, the intrinsic gain of the 

transistor at low current, the technology is 28-nm CMOS technology, is around 20dB. 

the DC-gain of this stage is estimated around 34dB and is validated by simulation. 

𝐴𝑆𝑡 = 𝑔𝑚𝑝2𝑎 ×  𝑅𝑜1 = 𝑔𝑚𝑝2𝑎 × [(𝑟𝑜𝑝2𝑎 × 𝑔𝑚𝑝3𝑎 × 𝑟𝑜𝑝3𝑎)‖(𝑟𝑜𝑛1𝑎 × 𝑔𝑚𝑛2𝑎 ×

𝑟𝑜𝑛2𝑎)] ≈
1

2
 ×  (𝑔𝑚𝑝2𝑎 × 𝑟𝑜𝑝2𝑎 × 𝑔𝑚𝑝3𝑎 × 𝑟𝑜𝑝3𝑎)   Eq. ( 3-21) 

The input transconductance, gmp2a,b, should be chosen properly for decreasing the 

input-referred-noise of the OTA. By simulation, the bias current and transconductance 

of the first stage is set to 240uA and 5mƱ, respectively.  

The 
𝑔𝑚

𝐼𝐷
 ratio is a figure-of-merit that indicates how much power we should spend to 

obtain a certain transconductance. The input transistors are biased in Moderate-

inversion,  
𝑔𝑚

𝐼𝐷
≈ 21 , which is a trade-off between efficiency, speed, and matching of 

the circuits. The short explanation of this stage is reported in Table 3-2 below. 

3.3.2 Second Stage (St2) 

The second stage, St2, is a simple one compared to other stages, and shown in Figure 

3-11. This stage contributes to the overall gain but after its output is connected to the 

feedforward stage, StFF, the effective output impedance will decrease. As a result, the 

output pole will move to higher frequency. St2 should also be able to have high-swing 

as shown in Figure 3-8. Its noise is referred to the input by dividing it by the first stage 

gain, hence, it is negligible at the input. The DC-gain is mainly defined by gmSt2 and 

Ro2. The stage is biased at 270uA, and the DC-gain is equal to 21dB, before connecting 

to the StFF. The short specification is reported in Table 3-2. 
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The dimensions of the input transistors define the capacitive load of the preceding 

stage; however, minimum gate length is not good choice for them because it lowers 

the output resistance, and the corresponding DC-gain, in Figure 3-8. Hence, the gate 

length is chosen 80-nm to compensate the effective output resistance seen from the 

parallel stages of St2 and StFF. 

3.3.3 Feedforward Stage (StFF) 

For increasing the speed and stabilizing the amplifier, it is necessary to use NCFF 

technique in high-speed application as explained in sub-section 3.1.3.3. To put it in 

another way, the StFF, shown in Figure 3-8, defines the high-speed operation and 

efficiency of the TIA. Since StFF connects to the output of St2, the effective Ro2 at its 

output and DC-gain decrease. Accordingly, the gate length of MP2a,b and MN1a,b of 

StFF , in Figure 3-12, are chosen equal to 80-nm. The width of the transistor also increases 

to achieve the gmFF required to implement the desired zero. However, the parasitic 

output capacitance of this stage should be kept low to increase the magnitude of the 

 

Figure 3-11 (a) Second stage (St2) of the designed OTA and (b) transistors’ dimensions. 
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high-speed pole. By raising the current of this stage and using the current-reuse 

technique, the output capacitor decreases and the necessary gmFF is obtained (required 

zero, 𝜔𝑍) to fulfil the criteria mentioned in Table 3-1. Since the feedforward stage is 

connected to the input of the amplifier (its outputs are connected to the outputs of the 

St2) and the input common-mode voltage of the TIA is low, 0.65V, the ac-coupled bias 

strategy is selected to separate its bias from that of the input transistors. The PMOSs 

and NMOSs are selected from ultra-low Vth (ulvt) and low Vth (lvt) categories, 

respectively, where Vth is threshold voltage of the transistor. Since the goal is to 

minimize the attenuation at the input of the feedforward stage in high-frequency, after 

500MHz, the 3-db frequency of the ac-coupled network is set around 160MHz by Rbff 

and Ccff. The amplifier is biased at 1mA, the total gmFF is equal to 26mƱ, which are 

reported in Table 3-2. 

3.3.4 Third Stage (St3) 

The output stage of the OTA is always composed of a class AB amplifier to drive the 

capacitive load. The developed class AB is shown in Figure 3-13. By using the current 

 

Figure 3-12  (a) Feedforward stage placed between input of the OTA (ac-coupled bias) 

and the output of the second-stage and (b) the transistors’ dimensions. 
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re-use technique, the signal is feed through both PMOSs and NMOSs, hence, the 

output transconductance, gm3, is set to 25mƱ @ 1mA. The pink colour, shown in Figure 

3-13, is used to indicate the reverse polarity signal for the inputs of the PMOSs. The 

non-dominant pole generated at the drain of MP2a,b  (at the Vo2p+/- nodes) can degrade 

the phase-margin of the TIA. It is critical to have two series transistors, in the NMOS 

or PMOS path, because VddA, Analog supply voltage, is more than the break-down 

voltage of one transistor. Its DC-gain is calculated with the formula (3-21) to be around 

35dB. The dimensions of the transistor and their types are also shown in Figure 3-13. 

The gate length of the MN1a,b and MP1a,b are chosen low not only to decrease the 

loading effect on the previous stage but also to increase the speed of this stage. Finally, 

two CMFBs circuits are used in this stage, one for the NMOS side and another one for 

the PMOS side. 

3.4 Simulation Results of the TIA 

It is critical to have an OTA and TIA meeting the system-level specifications for 

cancellation. Therefore, the dynamic and static simulations’ result should be 

considered. 

 

Figure 3-13  (a) Third stage of the OTA implemented as a class AB amplifier and (b) 

transistors’ dimensions. 
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Before showing the results of the developed TIA, the parameters of the four stages, 

including current consumption, are collected from Cadence and presented in  Table 3-2. 

The two poles/ one zero compensation concept is clearly shown and explained in the 

table above and Figure 3-8. There are other non-dominant poles or doublet pole–zero, 

such as the doublet in the feedback path created by ZF, that are not mentioned in the 

table. 

3.4.1 Testing the Stability of the TIA 

The open-loop tests help us to evaluate the stability of the TIA. The test-bench for this 

simulation is shown in Figure 3-14. As it is clear in the figure, the whole TIA is shown 

 

 St1 St2 StFF St2+StFF St3 RZ/CZ 

Current consumption 
(mA) 

0.24 0.27 1 - 1.2 - 

Trans conductance 
(mƱ) 

5 4 26 - 24 - 

Output pole (MHz) 220 - - 2000 3.6 - 

Created Zero (GHz) - - - 2.2 - 1.8 

 

Table 3-2  The operating points and small signal parameters of each stage of the OTA. 

 

Figure 3-14 The test-bench for evaluating the open-loop performance. 
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in the pink box at the right-side of the figure, and probe is located at the inputs of the 

OTA. Plus, the equivalent circuit of the CDAC is also connected to the inputs of the 

TIA to have a realistic model. The model includes a series resistor and capacitor 

representing equivalent resistance of the switches and total capacitance of the CDAC, 

respectively. Figure 3-15 (a) and (b) show the open-loop magnitude and phase of the 

TIA. According to these graphs, the DC-gain, GBW, and phase margin are about 75dB, 

4.3GHz, and 61.5°, respectively, these numbers meet the system-level specifications 

gained in sub-section 3.2.1. The phase margin, between 45° to 90°, guarantees a good 

time domain response. The effect of the zero, which aim to improve the phase-margin 

is shown in the figure. It is also critical to realize whether the doublet can cause a major 

issue or not. The main pole-zero doublet occurs around the feedback pole/ zero of the 

TIA (≈50MHz). The magnitude of the open-loop gain, AOL, at this frequency is critical, 

as mentioned in 3.1.3.2. This open- loop gain is equal to |𝐴𝑂𝐿| = 51𝑑𝐵 in Figure 3-15 (a) 

which can attenuate enough the amplitude of the slow component in the time domain 

response, for N=10-bit DAC, as explained in sub-section 3.1.3.2. 

Finally, the common-mode stability must be checked here according to the test-bench 

of  Figure 3-14. Because the amplitude of common-mode signal never goes beyond 0dB 

it cannot cause a common-mode instability issue. 

 

 

Figure 3-15  G-loop graph of the TIA according to the test-bench above (a) magnitude in dB 

and (b) phase response in degree. 
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3.4.2 Evaluating the Settling-time  

The TIA will be employed to perform cancellation by charging and discharging the 

CDAC. Hence, the TIA plays a key role to keep the settling-time less than half of the 

clock period for the CDAC. The test-bench is developed to measure the settling-time 

is shown in Figure 3-17. To have a real simulation, the loading effect of the CDAC is 

also consider in the model. The TIA is connected to the model of the CDAC via two 

switches. The switches are open, and capacitors are pre-charged. Then, they will be 

closed at the time of 1ns. The differential waveform at the top of capacitor Ctotal is 

shown by the green arrow in Figure 3-17. The settling-time for N=10-bit accuracy is 

obtained when the voltage is in a band equal to 0.1% of the voltage step. 

 

Figure 3-16  Common-mode simulation result of the test-bench shown in Figure 3-14 (a) 

amplitude in dB and (b) phase response in degree. 

 

Figure 3-17  The test-bench used for measuring the settling time. 
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In the first simulation, the capacitors are pre-charged to 10mV differentially to 

measure the small-signal settling-time (TSMss). The simulation result in the time 

domain is shown in Figure 3-18. The time required for the voltage to fall below 10uV 

(0.1% band) happens after TSMss=410ps. 

For analysing the large-signal behaviour of the system, another simulation will be 

done. The capacitors are initially pre-charged to 700mV differentially i.e., the full-scale 

voltage across the CDAC. After closing the switches at 1ns, the voltage across 

capacitors settles. The large-signal settling-time (TLGss) is measured in Figure 3-19, for 

0.1% accuracy (700μV). TLGss is equal to 418ps which is close to TSMss number. It is a 

good indication about the TIA’s behaviour (linearity). The area when the voltage 

become lower than 700μV (equals N=10-bit) is enlarged in the right side of the figure.   

Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 have more information about the performance of the TIA. The 

differential voltage across the Ctotal starts decaying quickly through RSW and after 

reaching the peak in both simulations, the waveform slowly settles via the TIA.  

 

Figure 3-18  Small-signal settling-time response of Figure 3-17. 
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The small- and large-signal settling-time are less than 500ps; hence, the DAC’s clock frequency 

is equal to 1GHz (FS). To relax the TIA design, it is critical to have time-interleaved (TI) to be 

able to support a 2GHz (clock).  

3.4.3 Noise of the TIA 

The noise contribution of the TIA and CADC should be analysed since they can 

degrade the signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR) of the whole design. The 

noise of the TIA arises from different terms, according to Figure 3-20, the output noise 

of the TIA is expressed as follows: 

 𝑣2
𝑛𝑇𝐼𝐴𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑇𝐴𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 𝑣2
𝑛𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅    Eq. ( 3-22) 

Where 𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑇𝐴𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ and 𝑣2
𝑛𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  (
𝑉2

𝐻𝑧
) are referred to the generated noise by the OTA 

and feedback resistor at the output. The major contribution of the output noise comes 

from the OTA [ 30].   For the test bench of  Figure 3-2 the simulation result is shown in 

Figure 3-20  where the frequency varies between 100KHz to 100MHz. 

 

Figure 3-19  Large-signal settling-time response of Figure 3-17. 
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There is a zero shown in the waveform of Figure 3-20 around 10MHz. Eq. (3-1) also 

explain this effect. The total output-integrated-noise is equal to 125μV if the frequency 

varies between 100KHz to 40MHz (BWBB).  

The breakdown of the input-referred-noise of the OTA, with reference to Figure 3-2, is 

shown in Figure 3-21. The terms Cs and Cas correspond to current source and input 

transistors in the figure below, respectively. Likewise, the Therm and Flicker also 

indicates the noise of Thermal and Flicker, respectively. For example, Cas_Flicker, 

shown with blue colour in Figure 3-21, means the Flicker noise of the input transistors, 

and it has major share of the input-referred-noise. It can be lowered increasing the 

dimensions of the input transistors but with a larger input capacitor. This decreases 

the pole seen from the source of the Cascode transistor and degrade the phase-margin 

of the amplifier. Hence, this is the reason that the Flicker noise of the input transistors 

is dominant. 

 

Figure 3-20  TIA’s output noise of the vs. frequency range lower than 100MHz. 
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3.4.4 Input Impedance of the TIA 

As explained earlier, the input impedance of the TIA is critical in the current-mode 

receivers.  The orange curve, in Figure 3-22, gives to the total impedance (in dB) seen 

from the input of the TIA, called Zin in Figure 3-1, and its magnitude is equal to 20Ω. 

The blue colour represents the impedance seen after RZ toward the inputs of the OTA. 

Zin starts growing after 200MHz. On the other hand, the CZ has dominant effect after 

a few GHz. It is shown in Eq. (3-12) that the poles of the transfer function of the TIA 

make the value of Zin to increase. 

3.4.5 TIA operating points 

Some of the important features of the TIA are summarized in Table 3-3. The reported 

parameters are obtained by simulation and meet the system-level requirements to 

perform SIC.  

 

Figure 3-21  Noise breakdown of the TIA’s input-referred-noise. 
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Vdd 

(V) 

DC Power 
(mW) 

DC-gain 
(dB) 

GBW 
(GHz) 

PM* (°) IRN+ 
(μV) 

IB^ OIP3^ 

(dBm) 

1.3 9 75 4.3 61.5 125 25 
*PM: Phase-margin 
+IRN: input-referred-noise, the frequency (integration) range: 100K to 40MHz. 
^IB: In-Band. 

Table 3-3   Summary specifications of the TIA’s operating points. 

 

Figure 3-22 (Orange colour) total input impedance of the TIA and (blue colour) shows 

the impedance seen after RZ including FB. 
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4 Capacitive DAC (CDAC) 

 

 

he main purpose of the data converters is to bridge the gap between the Analog 

and digital world. Signal processing is broadly utilized in various fields, such as 

audio, communication, and medical systems. The DACs’ specifications are explained 

in this chapter. Then, more details are given with regards to the proposed DAC to 

perform the SIC such as matching, noise, and switching style. Finally, the transistor-

level information of the designed CDAC is presented. 

4.1 Theoretical Background 

One of the main blocks of the SIC is the high-speed DAC. As argued in sub-section 

3.13.1, the CDAC is a suitable kind of DAC for our application to do cancellation. 

Nowadays, it is commonly used to generate the Analog signals in medium-resolution 

designs and in various kinds of applications such as SAR ADC. It is composed of an 

array of capacitors, switches, and logic circuits.  

4.1.1 Ideal DAC Response  

In the time domain, the DAC produces the discrete-time Analog signals, either in 

voltage or current mode. The DAC’s output value will be held constant, defined by 

the input code, until the end of or for a fraction of each period. Then a filter follows 

the DAC to re-construct the continuous-time signal by removing the high frequency 

components. If x(t) is a BB signal with limited-band, BW and 𝑓𝑠 >  𝐵𝑊 , a sampled 

version of it is represented by 𝑥𝑠(𝑡). The small and capital letters represent time 

domain and Fourier transformation of the signal. 

T 
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𝑥𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) × 𝑥𝛿(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑥(𝑡) × 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇𝑠)𝑛=+∞
𝑛=−∞ = ∑ 𝑥(𝑛𝑇𝑠) × 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇𝑠)𝑛=+∞

𝑛=−∞  Eq. ( 4-1) 

𝑋𝑠(𝑓) = 𝑋(𝑓) ∗ 𝑋𝛿(𝑓) =  
1

𝑇𝑠
∑ 𝑋(𝑓 − 𝑛𝑓𝑠)𝑛=+∞

𝑛=−∞     Eq. ( 4-2) 

Where 𝑇𝑠 and 𝑓𝑠 are period and frequency of the sampling clock, n is an integer 

number, 𝛿(𝑡) is the Dirac function, and  𝑥𝛿(𝑡) is the impulse train function.  

A real DAC is not able to provide ideal impulses at its output. In fact, the impulses 

pass to a sample-and-hold, reconstruction block, to keep the value of the impulses for 

one clock period or fraction of it. By using Eq. (4-1) and (4-2) and convolving 𝑥𝑠(𝑡) 

with the sample-and-hold mathematical function 𝑝𝑆𝐻(𝑡) in the time domain and 

multiplying them in the frequency domain, the output signal of the DAC, called 

𝑥𝐷𝐴𝐶(𝑡) is represented as follows [ 31].  

𝑥𝐷𝐴𝐶(𝑡) = 𝑝𝑆𝐻(𝑡) ∗ 𝑥𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑝𝑆𝐻(𝑡) ∗ [𝑥(𝑡) ∑ 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇𝑠)𝑛=+∞
𝑛=−∞ ]   Eq. ( 4-3) 

𝑋𝐷𝐴𝐶(𝑓) = 𝑃𝑆𝐻(𝑓) ×
1

𝑇𝑆
∑ 𝑋(𝑓 − 𝑛𝑓𝑠)𝑛=+∞

𝑛=−∞   Eq. ( 4-4) 

4.1.2 NRZ and RZD DAC 

The sample-and-hold can have various kinds of shape such as zero-order hold. Non-

return-to-zero (NRZ) and return-to-zero (RZ) are two well-known types of zero-order-

hold (ZOH) to implement sample-and-hold block.   

The NRZ method holds the same value until the next clock, each output lasts one 

complete 𝑇𝑠 , but the RZ technique keeps the output value for a faction of 𝑇𝑠, for 

example it lasts 
𝑇𝑠

2
. The time (left) and frequency (right) responses of the NRZ DAC is 

 

Figure 4-1 Response of a NRZ DAC, the (a) time and (b) frequency domain [ 31]. 
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shown in Figure 4-1 (left) and (right) [ 31], respectively. The frequency response of the 

NRZ and RZ (the half period pulse width RZ) sample-and-hold are calculated and 

shown below.   

𝑃𝑆𝐻𝑁𝑅𝑍(𝑓) =
𝑇𝑠

1
×

sin(
𝜋𝑓

𝑓𝑠
)

𝜋𝑓

𝑓𝑠

× 𝑒
(−𝑗

𝜋𝑓

𝑓𝑠
)

= 𝑇𝑠 × 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐 (
𝜋𝑓

𝑓𝑠
) × 𝑒

(−𝑗
𝜋𝑓

𝑓𝑠
)
     Eq. ( 4-5) 

 𝑃𝑆𝐻𝑅𝑍(𝑓) =
𝑇𝑠

2
×

sin(
𝜋𝑓

2𝑓𝑠
)

𝜋𝑓

2𝑓𝑠

× 𝑒
(−𝑗

𝜋𝑓

2𝑓𝑠
)

=
𝑇𝑠

2
× 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐 (

𝜋𝑓

2𝑓𝑠
) × 𝑒

(−𝑗
𝜋𝑓

2𝑓𝑠
)
   Eq. ( 4-6) 

Where differences between NRZ and RZ are mentioned in Table 4-1. The designed CDAC 

works in RZ-mode. 

By combining the Eq. (4-4) and (4-5) the effect of the NRZ is also portrayed in Figure 

4-1 and Figure 4-2. It includes the roll-off characteristics of the  𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐  function which 

attenuates the harmonics and image frequencies [ 32].  

It is worthy to shed more light on the NRZ frequency response. A Nyquist zone is 

mentioned in Figure 4-2. It corresponds to an integer number of frequency bands  
𝑓𝑠

2
  

wide, where 𝑓𝑠 is the DAC’s sampling rate. For example, the 1st Nyquist zone extends 

from DC to  
𝑓𝑠

2
 and the 2nd Nyquist zone extends from  

𝑓𝑠

2
  to 𝑓𝑠 and so on. Important 

note is that even Nyquist zones have a mirrored spectrum [ 33]. 

 

 

 DC amplitude  Flattened Band Filtering of the images 

NRZ 1 1 sharper 

RZ 0.5 x2 less 
 

Table 4-1  Comparison between a NRZ and RZ sample-and-hold function [ 31]-[ 32]. 
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When the DAC clock, 𝑓𝑠 , is used to synthesize the BB signal at 𝑓0, it results in image 

replicas at 𝑓𝑠 ± 𝑓0, 2 × 𝑓𝑠 ±  𝑓0, 3 × 𝑓𝑠 ±  𝑓0  , etc [ 34]. The rectangular sample-and-hold 

operation of the DAC results in a 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐 response at its output, as explained by Eq. (4-5) 

and illustrated in Figure 4-2 (the attenuation at   
𝑓𝑠

2
  is  2.4dB).  It is observed that there 

are spectral nulls at multiples of 𝑓𝑠. As the desired signal 𝑓0 moves near 
𝑓𝑠

2
, its sampling 

image replica also moves closer to  
𝑓𝑠

2
. At near-Nyquist operation, the signal and 

replica components close to  
𝑓𝑠

2
 are quite comparable in magnitude. Hence, the replica 

acts as a strong interferer to the signal of the interest. The nonlinear effects in the DAC 

are also well pronounced at close-to Nyquist operation, resulting in harmonic 

emissions and intermodulation products to occur at the output of the DAC. The 

combination of image replica and nonlinearity spurs results in stringent filtering 

 

Figure 4-2  Amplitude of a NRZ sample-and-hold in the frequency domain [ 32]. 
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requirements or limit the instantaneous bandwidth of the DAC to well below the 

Nyquist frequency [ 34]. 

4.2 Performance Figure-of-the-merits 

Plenty of architectures are used to convert the digital words to the Analog signals. 

Based on the requirements of the applications, a certain DAC architecture is chosen 

with a given BWBB, power-consumption and area. To analyse the DACs’ performance, 

it is vital to have the different metrics to explore various design’s limitations such as 

speed and mismatch error.  Here, some of them will be explained. 

4.2.1 Quantization Noise  

The theory of quantization is broadly discussed in literature. The quantization error is 

defined as deviation of the DAC output signal 𝑥𝑅(𝑛𝑇𝑠) from the desire signal 𝑥𝐼(𝑛𝑇𝑠) 

as follows. 

 𝑒𝑄 = 𝑥𝑅(𝑛𝑇𝑠) − 𝑥𝐼(𝑛𝑇𝑠)     Eq. ( 4-7) 

The quantization noise has Gaussian distribution and spread uniformly over the 

Nyquist BW, namely DC to 
𝑓𝑠

2
.  

4.2.2 Oversampling Effect 

From the Nyquist theorem the bandwidth of the sampled signal is constrained to half 

of the sampling rate. In case the sampling frequency is much higher than the Nyquist 

requirement, oversampling occurs. OSR is defines in sub-section 2.6.3 and Eq. (2-14), 

(𝑂𝑆𝑅 =
𝑓𝑠

2×𝐵𝑊𝐵𝐵
) . The amount of quantization noise power depends not only on the 

resolution of the DAC but also on the OSR. Since the noise power is the same in 

Nyquist and oversampled DAC, the height of the noise spectrum in the oversampled 

case must be less than the Nyquist sampled case in order to maintain the same area. 

As a result, the signal to noise ratio is greater in the former. By modification of Eq. (2-
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15), the signal power to the quantization noise power metrics in dB is defined below [ 

35]. 

             𝑆𝑄𝑅 = 6.02𝑏 + 1.76 + 20 × log10(𝐹𝐹𝑆) + 10 × log10(𝑂𝑆𝑅)     Eq. ( 4-8) 

Where b is the resolution of the DAC, FFS is the ratio of the DAC peak signal to the 

full-scale, and OSR comes from the formula (2-14). The SNDR and SNR are also defined 

in section 2-2. 

4.3 Capacitive Array 

The capacitive-array is the core of the CDAC and works in the return-to-zero mode. 

Its resolution is calculated in sub-section 2.6.3.1, being equal to 10-bit with clock 

frequency of 2GHz to meet the SIC criteria, however, it is very tough to design the TIA 

having a settling-time of less than 250ps (half of the clock frequency of 2GHz). 

Therefore, the clock frequency of the CDAC is kept to 1GHz and the time-interleaved 

(TI) technique is used here relax the design of the TIA.  

4.3.1 CDAC Structure 

Various kinds of topologies are available to build a CDAC. The conventional binary-

weighted and C-2C technique are the simplest method to implement the DAC, but 

they suffer from accuracy limitations when targeting resolution between 8 to 12 bits 

due to parasitic capacitors and other reasons [ 36]. As an example, if the resolution rise, 

above 8-bit, in the binary-weighted array the ratio between the most-significant-bit 

(MSB) and the least-significant-bit (LSB) becomes too large and many critical 

limitations will arise.  Some the negative downsides are as follows. Impossibility of 

scaling the switches size down to the LSB, parasitic capacitance effect, matching 
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between LSB and MSB capacitance difficult to ensure. To avoid part of the mentioned 

issue in a medium to high-resolution design, an array of capacitance with split-

capacitor (bridge-capacitor), CSplit, is a good candidate. It divides the DAC into two 

different parts. Left-side and right-side of the split-capacitor are called LSB-side and 

MSB-side, respectively. The single-ended schematic of such a CDAC is shown in Figure 

4-3. The LSB- and MSB-side are shown with green and pink box in the figure. 

There are two critical issues i.e., non-equal bottom/ top parasitic capacitance and 

fractional value of the split-capacitor. The negative effect of the former is trivial in this 

scheme because the top-plate of split-capacitor is always connected to the virtual 

ground and the parasitic capacitance of the bottom-plate is negligible compared to 

LSB-side capacitance. It is important to give more information why the parasitic 

capacitance is low in the LSB-side. The ratio of the parasitic capacitance to the 

available one, in the used process-design kit (PDK), is less than 0.6 percentage, which 

is enough for the required precision according to simulations reported in Ref. [ 36]. To 

deal with the latter issue, there are ways to eliminate the negative effects of the 

fractional value capacitance.  

All the capacitors of the array have multiple of the unit capacitor (CU). By adding a 

dummy capacitor with a certain value, called CDummy, in the LSB-side of  Figure 4-3,  

the size of the split-capacitor is made equal to an integer multiple of the CU although 

 

Figure 4-3  Modified version of a conventional split-capacitor CDAC, Signal-ended schematic 

[ 16]. 
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it reduces the dynamic range. The relationship between multiple of the dummy 

capacitor, the multiple of split-capacitor, and the number of bits of the sub-DAC at the 

LSB-side in Figure 4-3 is obtained from the formula (4-10) [ 37].  

 𝛼𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 =  (
2𝐿

2𝐿−1
+

𝛼𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦

2𝐿−1
)   Eq. ( 4-9) 

Where 𝛼𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 is the multiple of the split-capacitor, L indicates the number of bits of 

sub-DAC in the LSB-side of the split-capacitor and 𝛼𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦 is the multiple of the 

dummy capacitor located in the LSB-side of the of the split-capacitor [ 37]. For 

example, in the case of Figure 4-3, the LSB-side has 3-bit, L=3, then CSplit and CDummy 

are equal to 2×CU and 6×CU, respectively. 

4.3.2 Segmentation Technique 

This sub-section argues the point of minimizing the chip area under the restriction of 

(10-bit CDAC) static and dynamic performances. The conventional binary-weighted 

(Bin-W) DAC occupied less area and need simpler coding logic circuits compared to 

thermometric-coded (THco) DAC. However, the former suffers from glitch and non-

linearity compared to the latter. Since the THco DAC takes up a large area and 

requires complex and power-hunger logic (decoders) circuits, the segmentation 

technique is a suitable compromise. According to Ref. [ 38], for a 10-bit segmentation 

DAC an optimized architectures can be to divide it into five lower-bit (binary-weighted) 

and five higher-bit (thermometer-coded). The mentioned configuration, 5bit+5bit, is 

modified to use in the split-capacitor CDAC topology. The details of the sub-blocks of 

the CDAC are given in Table 4-2, including the topology of each block and its total 
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capacitance, the designed CDAC includes 3-bit conventional Bin-W in the LSB-side, 

2-bit conventional Bin-W in the part of the MSB-side, and 5-bit THco in the MSB-side. 

 As presented in Table 4-2, the capacitive array just consists of (CU, 2×CU, 4×CU). In fact, 

the layout and design of the CDAC is based on a thermometric cell and other cells or 

dummies are obtained by changing the thermometric cell. Hence, it makes drawing 

the layout simpler and improve linearity. More information is given about this topic 

in the last chapter. 

4.3.3 Switching Scheme of the CDAC 

Two capacitive-array are used in our design and each one is connected to one of the 

TIA’s inputs and each one works in the TI configuration. As pointed out in the 

previous sub-section, the capacitive-array is comprised of 3Bin-W+ 2Bin-W+ 5THco. 

To build each sub-DAC, a switched-capacitor (SC) unit cell (basic cell) is defined as 

shown in  Figure 4-4. All the cells are built by making a minor modification in this cell. 

The working mode of the SC unit cell is explained as follows.   

First, in phase ∅1 , 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑟, both capacitors are charged around common-mode voltage by 

switches named ∅1 . Second, as shown in Figure 4-4, in phase ∅2 , 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ, both capacitors 

are discharged to the virtual ground. The polarity of the connection to the virtual 

 

 

Block Green  Dark blue Violet 

Number of bits  3-bit 2-bit 5-bit 

Architecture Binary Binary Thermometric 

Multiple integers of the CU
* 1+2+4 1+2 31×4 

* CSplit=2×CU     -    CDummy=6×CU= (2+4) ×CU. 

Table 4-2  Summary of the developed CDAC [ 29], [ 38]. 
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grounds is chosen according to the input digital bits. The SC block works with two 

non-overlap clocks, shown in Figure 4-4 (b). The delay version of the clock is not used 

here because the switching scheme does not work in a stary insensitive mode.  This 

reduces the number of clocks’ wiring, helps distribute the clock efficiently across the 

chip and lowers the crosstalk.  

The LSB-side has a little difference compared to the MSB-side. The capacitors are 

charged in the same according to the corresponding bits. Butterfly switches are not 

used in the LSB-side. 

Before explaining the switching scheme, the following comments help understand the 

switching style. 

1) Common-mode voltage (Vcm): It is a constant-voltage equal to the common-

mode voltage of the TIA, 0.65V. 

2) Low-voltage reference (RefL): It is constant reference, 0.3V, and corresponded 

to the zero logic. It is −𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 (-0.35V) below Vcm. 

3) High-voltage reference (RefH): This voltage is constant (1V) and associated 

with the logic 1. It is +𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓  (0.35V) above Vcm. 

 
Figure 4-4  (a) Schematic of a SC unit cell (b) two non-overlapping clock [ 39]. 
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4) The top- and Bottom-plates of the two dummy capacitors in the LSB-side, 6×CU 

and 1×CU, are always connected to bottom-plate of the split-capacitor and Vcm, 

respectively. 

5) The top-plate of the split capacitor is always connected to the input of the TIA, 

approximately virtual ground. 

6) There are two capacitive-array in the design working in the TI mode without using any 

calibration technique as shown in Figure 4-9 (This is explained in more details in the 

time-interleaved section and in Table 5-1). 

7) Each capacitor array includes two sub-DACs, namely, CA_A and CA_B. The 

positive plate of the split-capacitor CA_A and CA_B are always connected to 

the positive input (Vir+) and the negative one (Vir-) of the TIA, as shown in 

Figure 5-7, respectively. 

4.3.4 SC DAC Working Phases in the SIC Mode 

• Charging phase (Pchr): The charging procedure of CA_A and CA_B is explained 

as follows. The top-plate of CA_A and CA_B are connected to 𝑉𝑐𝑚 + 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 

𝑉𝑐𝑚 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓  in the MSB-side, respectively, as shown in Figure 4-5. The top-plate 

of the capacitors in the LSB-side and bottom-plate of the split-capacitor are 

connected to Vcm. On the other hand, the bottom-plate of the capacitors in 

CA_A and CA_B are connected to the Vcm. The bottom plate of the L-bit DAC 

in Figure 4-3 and the two dummy capacitors are connected to the corresponding 

 

Figure 4-5  Charging phase, Pchr, of the CDAC (single-ended version) [ 16]. 
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3 least-significant-bit (b2b1b0), generated by the digital interface, and to Vcm, 

respectively. 

• Discharging phase (Pdisch):  The stored charged is delivered to the TIA in the 

discharge phase, as shown in Figure 4-6. In the MSB-side, the top-plate of the 

CA_A and CA_B are connected to either Vir+ or Vir-, depending on the bits 

generated in the digital interface. For example, if “b5=1” and “b6=0”, logic 

valuve, the corresponding capacitor are connected to the Vir+ and Vir-. The 

bottom-plate of all capacitors are connected to the Vcm except split-capacitor. 

The working algorithm is slightly different in the stand-alone DAC. It will be explained later. 

4.3.5 Practical Points 

To design the capacitive-array for the SIC, the following practical points can be 

helpful. 

4.3.5.1 Capacitive-array Charging Formula: 

The total delivered charge for cancelling the SI depends on the input code, the unit 

capacitance, and the reference voltage values ±𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓. The formula is expressed in the 

formula (4-10). 

𝑄𝑆𝐼𝐶 =
∆×𝐶𝑈

8
× (512𝑑9 + 256𝑑8 + 128𝑑7 + 64𝑑6 + 32𝑑5 + 16𝑑4 +

8𝑑3 + 4𝑑2 + 2𝑑1 + 𝑑)        Eq. ( 4-10) 

 

Figure 4-6  Discharging phase, Pdisch, of the CDAC (single-ended version) [ 16]. 
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Where 𝑄𝑆𝐼𝐶 is the charge delivered to the output to do SIC,  𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 is equal to 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐻 −

𝑉𝑐𝑚 =  𝑉𝑐𝑚 − 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐿, 𝑑𝑖 = 2 × 𝑏𝑖 − 1 . 𝑄𝑆𝐼𝐶 can have negative and positive value, so this 

kind of capacitive-array works in the bipolar mode.  

Although this method leads to a smaller gain, it boosts the linearity by removing the 

mismatch associated with the use of a fractional valued split-capacitor. In fact, the gain 

error is automatically compensated for at the system level by the (adaptive loop) that 

scales amplitude and phase of the output charge of the array in the digital domain. On 

the other hand, compensating the distortion terms would require an additional non-

linear adaptation algorithm requiring much more power and area. 

4.3.5.2 Choosing the Unit Capacitance 

The equivalent capacitance seen from the virtual ground side towards the LSB side in 

Figure 4-3 is equal to CU. The split-capacitor technique lowers the effective unit 

capacitor, and it is possible to explain it with an equivalent binary-weighted array 

with the same number of bits but a unit capacitance of  
𝐶𝑈

8
. As mentioned in sub-section 

2.1.3, we need a capacitance of 1pF to provide the necessary current to remove the SI. 

The total capacitance seen from virtual ground node toward Vcm is equal to 132×CU. 

Hence, according to Eq. (4-11), the unit capacitance is 7.8fF. This is high enough to be 

slightly affected by the parasitic capacitance caused by the routing. 

𝐶𝑈 =
𝐶𝑇

∑ 𝐶𝑖
=

𝐶𝑇

128
   Eq. ( 4-11) 

4.3.5.3 Switches 

The switch plays a key role in the SC circuits and can contribute to distortion of the 

whole design. The switches are employed in the SC schematic shown in Figure 4-4 (a) 

and they are made of transmission-gate configuration. Their size also highly 

determines design and performance. From section 3-4, we see that the first part of the 

settling-time is highly affects by the switches’ resistance. As a rule of the thumb, if  

3𝜏𝐶𝐷𝐴𝐶 ≈ 120𝑝𝑠 in the first region of the discharge phase it will lead to 𝑅𝑇𝑜𝑛 ≈ 40𝛺  
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achieved from system-level simulation, where RTon is the total on resistance seen from 

virtual-ground of the TIA toward the CDAC in  Figure 4-3. Enlarging the switches’ size 

leads to faster switches but it causes more parasitic effects. On the contrary, lowering 

the size makes switcher relatively slower but with less charge and current leakage. 

Their sizes were chosen, by analysis and simulation, to decrease the distortion to an 

acceptable level.  

Here, the process of developing the transistor-level design of the switches and 

choosing the RefL , RefH, and voltage supply starts. There are two kinds of transistors 

available in the used PDK, namely normal low-voltage (LV) and high-voltage (HV) 

transistors. Although the HV transistors can use a higher supply voltage (1.8V), and 

higher dynamic range, their parasitic is larger than the one of LV (1V) due to their 

minimum gate length of 150-nm. So, the DAC’s distortion leads us to use LV 

(minimum gate length of 30-nm) and the maximum voltage supply is limited to 1V, 

then RefH is equal to 1V. To have maximum cancellation, Vcm is chosen 0.65V i.e., 

equals the common mode of the Analog part. RefL is made equal to 0.3V to have 

symmetric around Vcm. Accordingly, Vref is equal to 0.35V, ∆. 

4.3.6 Matching  

The linearity determines how much the output spectrum of the DAC is far from ideal, 

and it degrades for larger mismatches and parasitic. Since the SIC must be used as a 

part of a RX chain, its linearity contributes to the linearity of the whole design as well. 

There are two different linearity figure-of-merit as follows: Static, such as DNL and 

INL, and Dynamic such as SFDR and SNDR. The SFDR is defined in chapter 2 and 

INL and DNL will be defined below.  

INL (Integral non-linearity): It is a static metric to measure the deviation between the 

ideal value and the actual measured value for a certain input digital code after 
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correcting the gain and offset errors. The INL formula is defined below, and the DAC 

will be monotonic if its 𝐼𝑁𝐿 < ±0.5  [ 18]. 

 𝐼𝑁𝐿(𝐷) =
𝑦𝑅(𝐷)− 𝑦𝐼(𝐷)

1𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑛
     Eq. ( 4-12) 

Where 𝑦𝑅(𝐷) and 𝑦𝐼(𝐷) are referred to the real and ideal values of the output for a 

certain digital code expressed by “D”.  1LSBn is defined for n-bit DAC as   
𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒

2𝑛
. 

DNL (Differential non-linearity): It is a static term explaining the deviation between 

two consecutive output Analog value of the DAC. DNL is given by the formula (4-13) 

below [ 18].  

 𝐷𝑁𝐿(𝐷) =
𝑦𝑅(𝐷+1)−𝑦𝑅(𝐷)

1𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑛
− 1   Eq. ( 4-13) 

Where 𝑦𝑅(𝐷 + 1) and 𝑦𝑅(𝐷) represent the values of the output DAC at two digital 

consecutive code. The DAC will be monotonic if its 𝐷𝑁𝐿 < ±1 . 

One of the major sources of error is the capacitance’s mismatch, and it deteriorates the 

DAC linearity. By choosing the right unit capacitance, the linearity can be improved. 

The unit capacitance of the DAC is modelled as a CU (average value) along with a 

standard deviation 𝜎𝑈. It is critical to find the minimum required matching accuracy, 

or  𝜎𝑈, of the CU so that the specified INL and DNL can be obtained with an acceptable 

yield [ 41]. The maximum standard deviation of the DNL of the DAC (𝜎𝐷𝑁𝐿,𝑚𝑎𝑥) 

determines the matching requirements and the required unit capacitance. By using 

formula (4-14) and the split-capacitor DAC equations  Eq. (4-15) is obtained to 

guarantee high yield DAC [ 36], [ 40]-[ 41].  

     3𝜎𝐷𝑁𝐿,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0.5𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑛   Eq. ( 4-14) 

                                           
𝜎𝐶

𝐶
<

1

6×2𝐿×√(2𝑀−1)
  Eq. ( 4-15 ) 
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Where L and M are the number of bits in the LSB-side and MSB-side of the capacitive 

array. According to the specification of our design,  
𝜎𝐶

𝐶
< 0.27%  (In a fully-differential 

design, these results have to be divided by a factor of √2 ). The capacitance is chosen 

to be 7.8fF in the sub-section 2.6.3.1. The result of the Monte-Carlo simulation (Local 

variation) of the CU is shown in Figure 4-7 (1000-run). The result of the simulation 

indicates  
𝜎𝐶

𝐶
< 0.24% satisfying Eq. (4-15).   

4.3.7 Delay between the SI’s and SIC’s signals  

Let us examine the condition when there is phase delay between the regenerated 

cancellation signal by the SIC block and SI. A limited amount of cancellation occurs in 

the normal condition as shown in Figure 4-8 (a) so that part of the SIC remains 

uncancelled. The next condition is when the two signals perfectly cancel each other 

which happens in an ideal canceller and shown in Figure 4-8 (b). Next, it is assumed 

that the two signals have the same amplitude but a small difference in phase as shown 

in  Figure 4-8 (c), which can happen in the real words due to parasitic or PVT. Eq. (4-16) 

to (4-18) give the cancellation error due to the delay. 

 

Figure 4-7  1000-run Monte-Carlo to show variation of the unit capacitance. 
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𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐼𝑆𝐼 −  𝐼𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙. = 𝐼0 − 𝐼0 × 𝑒−𝑖𝜃 =  𝐼0 ×  (1 − 𝑒−𝑖𝜃)    Eq. ( 4-16) 

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ≈ 𝐼0 ×  𝑖𝜃    Eq. ( 4-17) 

𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 20 × log10 |
𝐼𝑆𝐼

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓.𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
| = −20 × log10 𝜃 = − 20 × log10 |

𝐷

180
× 𝜋|  

Eq. ( 4-18) 

Where ISI , ICancel. , I0 , θ are the SI component, cancellation current, the amplitude of 

the SI current and their phase shift, respectively.  D is the magnitude of the phase 

difference in degree. For instance, if a cancellation error equal -70dB is required, 

according to Eq. (4-18), the delay between two signals should be less than 0.018° which 

shows the sensitivity of the cancellation to the delay of the SI and cancellation signal. 

4.4 Time-Interleaved (TI)  

Time-interleaving technique is an architecture proposed for high-frequency operation 

which can make a high-speed DAC combining some slower blocks, called sub-DACs, 

at the cost of an increase in area and complexity. In other words, it can be a good 

candidate to help relax settling-time of the TIA in our application. When one of a sub-

DAC is creating the Analog output, the others are preparing the data for the next 

 

Figure 4-8  Analysing the timing mismatch in the SIC mode (a) SIC with the limited 

cancellation(b) perfectly SIC (c) the SI and SIC have the same amplitude but with the delay.  
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cycles. For example, 2-way TI is illustrated in Figure 4-9 (a). There are two clocks with 

180° phase shift and the same frequency of 𝑓𝑐𝑙𝑘 =
1

𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑘
. While DAC1 updates the 

Analog output at 
𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑘

2
, shown in Figure 4-9 (b), (c), DAC2 is processing the data to create 

the Analog output for the next  
𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑘

2
 . Hence, the effective period between two 

consecutive samples is 
𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑘

2
, means the updating rate of the Analog output rises to 𝑓0 =

2 × 𝑓𝑐𝑙𝑘. Of course, the main sources of the error arise from the fact that the DACs are 

not identical [ 34], [ 42]. 

To perform 2-way time-interleaved, two different DACs (sub-DACs) are used in our design 

without utilizing any extra calibration technique, DAC-1 and DAC-2. Each sub-DAC 

includes two capacitive-array (called CA_A and CA_B). 

4.4.1 Mismatch between Sub-DACs 

M-identical interleaved DACs (sub-DACs) working at 
𝐹𝑆

𝑀
, under ideal conditions, 

produces identical output at FS. Unfortunately, each sub- DAC have slightly different 

offset, gain, and delay because of device mismatch. Due to these non-idealities, alias 

images in the output of each sub-DAC do not exactly cancel and thus, leave behind 

some residual images. Depending on the source of non-ideality, these residual alias 

images generate spurs in the output spectrum [43]. The negative effect of the timing 

mismatch can be lowered in the CDAC if the whole charge is discharged in less than 

 

Figure 4-9  Conceptual  diagram of 2-way Time-interleaved DAC (a) two out-of-phase clocks 

(b) two-way TI DACs (c) creating the Analog output at f0=2/Tclk [ 42]. 
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half-of the period of the FS. The gain mismatch is sensitive and can appear in the 

output spectrum and causes non-linearity. 

Offset Mismatch It is due to the variation in the DC offset between various channels. 

It produces a tone at DC and at half of the sampling frequency (
𝐹𝑆

2
) in the output 

spectrum of the overall DAC. The magnitude of this tone does not change with 

frequency, and it is independent of the input digital code. It can easily be removed by 

different technique such as digital filter. 

Gain Mismatch If all the other characteristics are perfectly identical and ideal gain 

error is defined as the maximum difference between the gain of any two sub-DACs. 

The primary sources of gain error are the difference in reference voltages or the 

differences in the charging/discharging circuits, such as charge injection or clock 

feedthrough, between various capacitive-arrays [43]. Gain mismatch is like amplitude 

modulation. The input amplitude is modulated based on which DAC is active, 

therefore the difference in magnitude of input signal can be thought of as the carrier 

signal, and it’s being modulated by a square wave with a frequency of 
𝐹𝑆

2
. Then the 

modulated signal has a tone at frequency Fmod - Fcarrier = 
𝐹𝑆

2
−  𝐹𝐼𝑁 [44]. Unlike, the 

offset mismatch correction, the correction of gain mismatch is slightly involved.  

Timing (phase) Mismatch the last kind of mismatch is called timing mismatch. It 

occurs due to jitter and time-skew in the clock. For high input signal frequencies even 

a small timing mismatch can cause significant error. Timing mismatch is like phase 

modulation, where the timing error is modulated by a square wave with a frequency 

of 
𝐹𝑆

2
. This results in a tone at frequency 

𝐹𝑆

2
− 𝐹𝐼𝑁, the same as gain mismatch [44]. In 

practical implementation, the phase or timing errors are unavoidable due to the finite 

propagation of the clock signal, and variations in the clock buffers and sampling 

switches. The input signal effectively is phase modulated by a periodic timing error 

signal which has a frequency of 
𝐹𝑆

𝑀
 [43]. 
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This additional information might be exploited to separate gain error and timing error 

from each other. For DC input signals, timing error is zero and spurs in the output 

spectrum are only due to gain error. Once the gain error is calibrated or removed then, 

for high input frequencies, the spurs left in the output spectrum are due to timing 

mismatch [44].  

4.4.2 Analysis of the Transfer-function with non-ideality 

The output spectrum of N-way TI DAC without any non-ideality is expressed by Eq. 

(4-19) [ 34]. It is referred to SINC function as explained in the section (4-1). 

 𝑌𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑓) = 𝑃𝑆𝐻(𝑓) × [
1

𝑇𝑆
∑ 𝑋(𝑓 − 𝑛𝑓𝑠)𝑛=+∞

𝑛=−∞ (1 + 𝑒−𝑗
𝜋

𝑁 + 𝑒−𝑗
2𝜋

𝑁 + 𝑒−𝑗
3𝜋

𝑁 + ⋯ 𝑒−𝑗
(𝑁−1)𝜋

𝑁 )]      

Eq. ( 4-19) 

If there is any mismatch between two DACs this can cause non-ideality and generates 

spurs in the spectrum of the TI DAC [ 34],[ 42]. The output waveform of N-way TI DAC 

is expressed below. 

 𝑦𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑡) = 𝑥1(𝑡) + 𝑥2(𝑡) + 𝑥3(𝑡) . . . + 𝑥𝑁(𝑡)       Eq. ( 4-20) 

Where 𝑥𝑖(𝑡) is output signal of ith sub-DAC, i varies between 0 to N-1, and 𝑦𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑡) is 

the output of the TI DAC. If each sub-DAC degrade from the first sub-DAC, 𝑋1(𝑓), 

we can model the non-ideality with a transfer-function represented by 𝐻𝑖(𝑓) [ 34].  

 𝑋𝑖(𝑓) = 𝑃𝑆𝐻(𝑓) × [
1

𝑇𝑆
∑ 𝑋(𝑓 − 𝑛𝑓

𝑠
)𝑛=+∞

𝑛=−∞ × 𝐻𝑖(𝑓)]   Eq. ( 4-21) 

 𝑌𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑓) = 𝑃𝑆𝐻(𝑓) × [
1

𝑇𝑆
∑ 𝑋(𝑓 − 𝑛𝑓

𝑠
)𝑛=+∞

𝑛=−∞ (1 +  𝐻2(𝑓) + ⋯ + 𝐻𝑁(𝑓) )]   Eq. ( 

4-22) 

By using Eq. (4-4), 𝑋𝑖(𝑓) is calculated for the ith sub-DACs. Hence, Eq. (4-22) shows 

how the output spectrum changes if there is deviation from the ideal characteristics. 

The mismatches of the N-way TI DAC degrade the DAC’s ENOB and add spur to the 
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output response. Accordingly, it needs calibration technique or post-processing to 

remove the errors [43]-[47]. But the calibration technique is not used in our design. 

4.5 Noise of the Capacitive-array 

The performance of the SC circuit is limited by noise. This can come from different 

sources including off-chip, substrate noise, noise of the logic circuits, and power 

supply. As it is explained in section 3.4.3, Thermal and Flicker noise are two major 

sources of noise in the MOS transistors. If the transistor operates in the triode zone as 

a switch, its noise can be modelled by a voltage source in series with the device 

equivalent resistance [ 48]. Hence, the SC circuits works as a sample-and-hold with a 

resistor and capacitor, and it is explained with more details below. 

4.5.1 Noise Analysis 

Thermal noise of the switches, when it works in the triode region, causes serious 

problem in the discrete time system. The power spectral density (PSD) of a resistor is 

white and is expressed by  

𝑆𝑛𝑅 = 4𝐾𝑇𝑅  (
𝑉2

𝐻𝑧
)    Eq. ( 4-23) 

Where SnR is PSD of the noise in 
𝑉2

𝐻𝑍
 , K is a Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute 

temperature, R is the resistance value. The mean square (MS) value of the noise 

voltage and charge stored in a capacitor is given by Eq. (4-24) and (4-25), respectively.   

   𝑣2
𝑛𝑆𝐶

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =
𝐾𝑇

𝐶
 (𝑉2)  Eq. ( 4-24) 

  𝑞2
𝑛𝑆𝐶

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = 𝐾𝑇 × 𝐶   Eq. ( 4-25) 

Where 𝑣𝑛𝑆𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   and 𝑞𝑛𝑆𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   , C are the noise value of the voltage, charge and capacitance 

value of the sampled capacitor in the series RC, respectively. For example, when the 
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capacitance value is equal to 1 pF the equivalent voltage stored in the capacitor is 

64.3μV. Finally, useful formulas below before staring the next sections. 

          𝑆𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡 = |𝐻𝑇(𝑗𝜔)|2 × 𝑆𝑛𝐼𝑁    (
𝑉2

𝐻𝑍
)  Eq. ( 4-26) 

𝑣2
𝑛𝑂

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =  ∫ 𝑆𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡 𝑑𝑓
∞

0
    (𝑉2)   Eq. ( 4-27) 

𝑣2
𝑛𝑆𝐶

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  
1

𝑂𝑆𝑅

𝐾𝑇

𝐶
     (𝑉2)   Eq. ( 4-28) 

𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  𝑣2
𝑛𝐼𝑁1

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 𝑣2
𝑛𝐼𝑁2

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 𝑣2
𝑛𝐼𝑁3

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ …    (𝑉2)    Eq. ( 4-29) 

 

• Eq. (4-26): The PSD of the output noise of a linear system is calculated by the 

multiplying the input PSD by the amplitude of transfer function of the block. 

Where SnOut and SnIN are PSD at the output and at the input, respectively. 

• Eq. (4-27): By integrating Eq. (4-26) over the frequency range, the output noise 

voltage is acquired. Where SnOut and |𝐻𝑇|(𝑗𝜔) are the PSD of the output noise 

and the magnitude of the transfer function of the linear system between the 

input and output in the frequency domain, respectively [ 48]. 

• Eq. (4-28): The MS value of the noise voltage of a SC circuit with over-sampling 

is calculated by this formula while OSR is defined by equation (2-14). 

• Eq. (4-29): The total MS value of the noise voltage of several uncorrelated noise 

sources is calculated by summation the MS of noise voltage of all of them  [ 48]. 

4.5.2 Noise Analysis of the developed CDAC 

The designed CDAC works in two different phases, namely charge and discharge. MS 

value of the output noise is calculated by adding the produced noise in the charge and 

discharge phases. 

 𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  𝑣2
𝑛𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑟

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ +  𝑣2
𝑛𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅     (𝑉2)   Eq. ( 4-30) 
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Noise in the charging phase, 𝑣2
𝑛𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑟

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  : In the charging phase, Pchr, the equivalent single-

ended noise model of the CDAC is shown in Figure 4-10. RSWi and VnRSWi (i varies from 

0 to 4) and RSWTH and VnRSWTH (31 thermometric cells) are switches resistance and 

equivalent noise voltage source of the binary-weighted and thermometric part, 

respectively. The MS value of the noise charge of the node LSB at the end of the 

charging phase is 𝑞2
𝑛𝐿𝑆𝐵

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  [ 49]-[ 51]. 

According to formula (4-26), first, it is important to find the transfer-function of each 

noise voltage source to node LSB, shown in the figure above. Then the different MS 

value of the noise voltage are calculated according to Eq. (4-27). Finally, by using Eq. 

(4-29), the total MS value of the noise voltage is obtained by summing them up. 

Because there is just three bits in the LSB-side, and the transfer-functions are 

complicated, an assumption is made and only the contribution of the noise voltage in 

MSB part is considered in the charging phase. The MS value of the noise voltage is 

approximately expressed by (Where CT is total capacitive of the array) 

𝑣2
𝑛𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑟

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ≅  
𝐾𝑇

𝐶𝑇
   Eq. ( 4-31) 

Noise of discharging phase, 𝑣2
𝑛𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ:

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  The stored voltage at the end of the Pchr and the 

MS value of the stored thermal noise of switches in the Pdisch phase contributes to the 

 

Figure 4-10  Equivalent single-ended noise model of the CDAC in the charging phase, Pchr. 
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noise of this phase, as shown in Figure 4-11. The capacitance and switches of a 

thermometric cell is supposed as base and all other switches are scaled down 

according to the scale factor of the capacitance. Like the previous phase, the noise 

contribution of the LSB-part is neglected. Hence, the MS value of total noise charge 

generated by the capacitive array is  𝑞2
𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = 2 × 𝐾𝑇 × 𝐶𝑇 [ 51]. If the OSR and the 

fully-differential topology are considered the MS value of the noise voltage is 

expressed as.  

 𝑣2
𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = 2 ×
2×𝐾𝑇×𝐶𝑇

𝑂𝑆𝑅
  Eq. ( 4-32) 

The equivalent noise voltage, according to Eq. (4-32), is almost 50uV, which is much 

lower than TIA’s one, 125uV. Hence, the dominant source of the noise is the TIA. 

4.6 Digital Circuit 

A DAC needs the digital bit stream to create a waveform. Since our design should 

work as a stand-alone DAC or SIC block, it required various sets of data with different 

BB amplitude and frequency. It also needs a unit to control the chip status like working 

mode or phase. Nowadays, the high-speed and high-performance digital circuit is 

easy to implement in advanced CMOS process to assist Analog designers.  In this 

chapter, the digital interface is presented. It includes two parts, one developed by 

behavioural description software and another one developed manually (designed at 

the transistor-level by cadence). 

 

Figure 4-11  Equivalent single-ended noise model of the CDAC in the discharging phase, Pdisch.  
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4.6.1 Using Hardware Description Language  

Nowadays, using hardware description language (HDL) such as Verilog or VHDL is 

widely recommended because they reduce design time and help test circuit precisely. 

By writing a description of a system, the required circuit and layout will automatically 

be generated by the software. It is even possible to test and verify the performance of 

the design after implementation. The main digital block, called HDL part and 

developed by Verilog language, works as follows. 

• Serial Interface: Before working as a CDAC or SIC, it is necessary to load the data 

and control word into the chip. For saving the number of the pins, the control 

word and data is serially loaded into the chip at relatively low-speed (< 

100MHz).  

• HDL Principle: By using the digital interpolation technique, the serial data with 

slow speed is converted into high-speed digital 10-bit digital word. The 

resolution of the interpolator is more than 10-bits to keep the precision of our 

design. The HDL part is employed to test the design, so it is called built-in-self-

test (BIST). 

• Working Mode Selection: The serial data defines the control words of the 

capacitive-array and its modes. The explanation of the various working modes 

is mentioned in Table 5-1 in the next chapter. 

• CDAC Digital Data: The CDAC needs 10-bit parallel digital bits, changing with 

1GHz frequency, to generate continuous waveform (CW). The BB frequency 

can be set from 1MHz to 50MHz with the step of 12.207 KHz. 

4.6.2 CDAC Local Controller 

High-speed part of the logic circuitry is manually developed to control the function of 

the design including decoders. The logic block works with a supply voltage equals 

1V, to minimize the parasitic and power consumption in the high-speed. This part is 

a manually designed logic, and the different section of it is explained below. 
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• Clock with Programmable Delay: Since the HDL’s clock is provided with manually 

designed logic, the generated data, in the HDL part, will return to the DAC with 

delay (~120ps). Hence, there is not enough time for the CDAC to either charge 

or discharge. Using the latch is not helpful due to large delay between the clock 

and data. A programmable delay block is developed to create a delay from 0ps 

to +150ps with 3-bit resolution. The clocks that go to the capacitive-array has a 

certain delay compared to the clock that enters the HDL part. 

•  Clock Generator: Our design needs two non-overlapping and reliable clocks. 

They are generated from a high-speed off-chip clock, as shown in Figure 4-12. 

The non-overlapping between clocks should be high enough that the design 

could properly work in the different process of corners. However, in order not 

to waste the effective duty cycle, the delay should not be too high. 

• Clock Distribution: Two non-overlap clocks are buffered and distributed across 

the chip. The delay of the clock should be in the acceptable range not to cause 

spurs in the output spectrum of the CDAC. A technique method, shown in 

Figure 4-13, is used in our design for distribution of the clock and the local driver 

to lower the negative effects of the wiring and input capacitance of each cell. 

Each rectangular and triangle represent one CDAC’s cell and a driver in the 

figure below, respectively [ 52]. The inverters at the input nodes and inside the 

 
Figure 4-12  Non-overlap clock generator [ 52]. 
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current cell are used for buffering and generating the complementary signals 

(the thicker line shows higher current sides). 

• Matrix Decoders: The data coming from the HDL part requires to enable/ disable 

certain cells. Hence, it is critical to have a suitable decoder to select specific cells 

corresponding to each code. The required decoder should be designed with 

high-speed and consume low power and be simple (for lowering delay and 

complexity).  Hence, the decoder is realized by utilizing the minimum number 

of logic stages. The CDAC’s cells are divided into three categories according to 

the input digital data. 1) The rows in which all the capacitive cells are turned 

on. 2) The rows in which all the capacitive cells are deactivated; and 3) a certain 

row in which some of the capacitive cells are turned on depending upon the 

 

 

Figure 4-13  Clock distribution inside the chip [ 52]. 

Figure 4-14  Thermometric cells (Matrix) decoder including the high-speed Latch [53]. 
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column decoder signal [53].  Figure 4-14 shows the actual decoder circuit 

implemented by using OR–AND gates inside of each CDAC’s cell as a local 

decoder to decrease the delay. Rj , Rj+1 , and Ci represent the signals come from 

the HDL part and represent rows of jth and (j+1)th and column of ith, respectively. 

First, the date is loaded in the latch and held in the charging phase. Then, the 

data is used in the discharge phase to suppress the glitch and to enhance the 

decoder speed [53].  
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5 The CDAC and SIC simulation  and 

Layout 

 

he sub-blocks of the SIC were presented in the previous chapters. So, it is 

important to connect them to explore the design performance for different 

working mode, namely stand-alone CDAC and SIC. The chip includes two parts, namely, 

manually design block and HDL part. The simulation results are also presented to give 

an insight about the developed block before and after drawing the layout. To improve 

the performance of the design, some layout techniques and floor-planning are also 

explained. The design will be ready for the fabrication. 

5.1 Manually Designed Block 

The more complete block diagram of Figure 2-13 is shown in Figure 5-1 . It illustrates in 

more details the design and each block. The orange colour blocks are developed in 

T 

 

Figure 5-1   Block diagram of the manually designed block including In & Out. 
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this dissertation, and these sub-blocks are explained below to help understand the 

performance and test procedure of the design.  

• The working mode of the chip are summarized in Table 5-1. There are two different 

DACs in this design to perform 2-way TI, namely DAC-A and DAC-B, as shown in 

Figure 5-2 . The time-interleaved is used in 4th mode, the SIC one, without using 

any calibration technique. 

 

Mode Application Sub-
blocks 

Description 

1 Characterizing the 
TIA 

TIA Both C-arrays are off, for 
measuring the TIA’s param. 

2 Characterizing 
CDAC-A or CDAC-B 

DAC-A or -
B + TIA 

Only one DAC works 

3 Two-tone test of 
the CDAC 

DAC-A and 
-B + TIA 

Two DACs work with the 
same clock 

4 SIC DAC-A and 
-B + TIA 

Two C-arrays work in the 
time-interleaved mode 

 

 

Figure 5-2  Working mode illustration. 

Table 5-1  Summary of the chip’s working modes. 
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• 1st: The capacitive array is disable in the 1st working mode to characterize the 

TIA. 

• 2nd: In the 2nd mode, either DAC-A or DAC-B works to characterize them.  

• 3rd: The block can be utilized as a part of the Analog transmitter. Two DACs 

simultaneously working with the same clock can be used in the I and Q paths.  

• 4th: To perform the SIC, DAC-A and DAC-B work in the time-interleaved mode. 

5.1.1 Digital Interface (Pattern Generator) 

The high-frequency clock at 1GHa, enters the chip, from the top left side of Figure 5-1. 

It is fed to the clock generator to create two non-overlapping clocks for the manually 

designed logic and HDL part explained earlier in section 4.6.  The serial input with 

frequency below  100MHz loads the data, from the bottom left side of Figure 5-1. The 

necessary set-up word is loaded to each sub-block of the chip to choose the working 

mode given in Table 5-1. The 10-bit Sinus digital word with variable frequency and 

amplitude are sent to the C-array in the middle of the figure. The frequency can be 

adjusted from 1MHz to 50MHz with a step of 12.207 KHz. The HDL part unit is also 

called pattern generator. 

5.1.2 Capacitive-array 

The sequence of the data is converted into the Analog signal that corresponds to the 

input words. It is in the middle of Figure 5-1.The output of this stage is connected to the 

output of the mixer and the input of the TIA to perform cancellation in the 4th mode. 

5.1.3 TIA  

This is the only truly Analog part of the design used for filtering and amplification of 

the signals. There are some switches in the feedback network around the TIA, on the 

right-side of Figure 5-1, to set the working mode. The switches are set up as follows.  

In the 2nd and 3rd mode, DAC mode, SW1 is always open but SW2 is periodically turned 

on and off synchronously with charging phase clock, Pchr. On the other hand, if the 
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chip is used as a SIC block SW1 and SW2 are permanently closed and open, 

respectively, since the feedback resistor, RF, plays a key role in the SIC. 

5.1.4 Simulation Assumptions 

Here, some simulation assumptions and design parameters are mentioned since the 

simulations of the whole block are presented below. 

• The “HDL part” creates the digital bit steam which is sent to the “manually designed 

block” section to process the digital BB data and do cancellation or generate the Analog 

signal.  

• High-frequency Clock: Since the design includes the clock, the periodic steady-

state analysis (PSS) could be used. It computes the periodic steady-state 

response and operating points of the circuit at a specified fundamental 

frequency. The simulation setting is explained in Ref. [ 54]. Although most of 

our simulations are done in the PSS environment, the noise analysis can be 

done in time domain. 

• FFT: To obtain the dynamic parameters of a DAC, the Fast-Fourier-Transform 

(FFT) of the output signal is a very informative tool. When somebody want to 

employ the FFT, the critical point is to perform coherent or window sampling 

methods to get an accurate simulation result [ 55]. To this end, the design 

parameters and input frequencies should satisfy a special formula as expressed 

in Eq. (5-1) [ 56]. Where 𝑓𝐵𝐵 is the input BB test frequency, 𝑓𝑠 is the clock 

frequency of the DAC, 𝑁𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 is the number of the samples of the waveform, 

and 𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇 is the number of FFT points which is always a power of two such as 

512 or 1024. The last point is that  𝑁𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 should be either prime compared to 

𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇 or an odd number. The BB frequency is always chosen according to the 

formula below in the rest of the thesis. 

𝑓𝐵𝐵 =
𝑁𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇
× 𝑓𝑠   (𝐻𝑧)   Eq. ( 5-1) 
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• Constant electrical parameters: For the simulation the clock frequency, digital 

supply, Analog supply, Vcm, RefH, RefL are equal to 1GHz, 1V, 1.3V, 0.65V, 

1V, 0.3V, respectively. The input signal of the CDAC is a digitized sinusoidal 

waveform, the frequency can vary between 1MHz to 50MHz, chosen according 

to Coherent sampling, Eq. (5-1).  

5.2 Stand-Alone CDAC  

In this section, the simulations result of the stand-alone CDAC are reported at the 

schematic level. Hence, it is necessary to have a test-bench for measuring the CDAC’s 

parameter, as shown in Figure 5-3. No input is feed to the two the resistors, shown with 

RBB in the figure below. An ideal anti-aliasing 1st order LPF follows the output of the 

TIA to show the oversampling effect by filtering the quantitation noise in the Nyquist 

band. The Nyquist band of the simulation is automatically chosen by software to  
𝐹𝑆

2
. 

This test-bench is used in the current section. 

For demonstrating the time domain response of the CDAC, the BB digital bit stream 

frequency and amplitude are set around 10MHz to avoid the output voltage 

 

Figure 5-3  Test-bench for measuring the parameters of the CDAC in mode 2nd and 3rd. 
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saturation. The time domain response of the differential voltage of the virtual ground 

and TIA’s outputs are shown in Figure 5-4 (a) and (b), respectively. The input voltage 

of the OTA is kept below 30mV to have better linearity of the overall TIA, removing 

the slewing of the first stage. The output swing is bounded to the supply voltage. 

5.2.1 CDAC Static Specification 

The DNL is one of the important parameters of every type of DAC indicating the 

linearity of the design and it is a great figure-of-merit to compare the various designs. 

Although it is a static parameter, a lot can be inferred from it. After collecting 

information from the output of the TIA in the 2nd and 3rd working mode, the gain and 

offset error must first be corrected, then the DNL values are calculated by MATLAB  

 

 

Figure 5-5  DNL of the 10-bit CDAC in the working mode 2nd. 

Figure 5-4  Time-domain response of the working mode 2 (2) differential voltage across the 

(a) OTA’s virtual ground and (b) TIA’s output 
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according to formula (4-13), as shown in Figure 5-5. From the figure, the observed 

|𝐷𝑁𝐿| ≤ 0.7  can guarantee that the CDAC works in a monotonic way. 

5.2.2 The CDAC Dynamic Specification 

The CDAC works in the working mode two,  𝑓𝐵𝐵 is chosen around 10.74MHz 

according to the coherent sampling theorem, ≈ 12× oversampling ratio, and input 

digital bit represents a Sinus waveform with amplitude equals 1 dB below full-scale. 

Hence, the TIA output spectrum is shown in Figure 5-6 and the dynamic specification 

before and after ideal LPF are reported in Table 5-2. After limiting the band width of 

 

 ENOB 
(bit) 

SINAD 
(dB) 

SFDR 
(dBc) 

THD 
(dB) 

Signal power 
(dBV) 

Output of the TIA 9.4 58.2 68.4 -69 -9 

After ideal LPF 10.7 67 69 -70.5 -16 

 

 

Figure 5-6 Output (before ideal LPF) spectrum of the CDAC in 2nd mode. 

Table 5-2 Summary of the CDAC dynamic specification in working Mode 2nd. The outputs 

are reported after the TA and ideal LPF. 

fBB≈10.74 MHz 
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the output signal of the TIA, with the ideal LPF, the oversampling effect is visible in 

the numbers.  

5.3 SIC (Mode 4) 

Developing a SIC block is the main goal of this thesis. Here, the performance in the 4th 

working mode is reported at the schematic level. Two figures of merits are defined 

below in cancellation. Eq. (5-2) and (5-3) define the amount of SI cancellation and the 

power of the signal in the presence of non-linearity and noise after cancellation, 

respectively. 

𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙. = (𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑩𝒆𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒆 𝑪𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏) −

(𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑨𝒇𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝑪𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏)    (𝑑𝐵)         Eq. ( 5-2) 

 𝑆𝑁𝐷𝑅𝒆𝒒𝒖. = 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙. +𝑆𝑁𝐷𝑅𝑨𝒇𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝑪𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏   (𝑑𝐵)           Eq. ( 5-3) 

In Eq. (5-2), the amplitude of the fundamental BB frequency before and after SIC are 

in dB. For simulating the SIC, the used test-bench is shown in Figure 5-7. A differential 

 

Figure 5-7 The SIC test-bench. The leakage signal is fed to the red arrows. 
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voltage source is connected between BB+/ BB- in the left-side of the figure below 

models the TX leakage. The voltage signal is fed to two RBB resistors that models the 

output resistor of the LNA and converted into the SI current. The digital signal is 

generated by the BIST block, the blue part in the left-side of the figure, to remove the 

TX leakage signal. 

5.3.1 Cancellation 

Before simulating the cancellation, the input BB frequency is set to 10.7421875MHz 

according to the Coherent sampling. Since mode 4th works in 2-way TI, the 

cancellation is performed in the double cancellation way. The RBB is first set to 2KΩ 

and the peak of the voltage amplitude between BB+ and BB- (shown with the red 

colour) is chosen to equal 2.6V. Then the amount of cancellation is set to -43dB by 

changing the digital code. The output voltage spectrum of the TIA, after cancellation, 

is shown in Figure 5-8. The dynamic parameters of the cancellation are reported in the 

Nyquist range in Table 5-3. The most important parameter is SNDRequ. as defined in 

chapter 2. It describes the amount of the signal power in the presence of the 

cancellation and noise. It is calculated according to Eq. (6-3) and equals 66.4dB. 

 

 Figure 5-8  The TIA’s output spectrum after performing less than -40dB cancellation. 
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5.3.2 Loading Effect of the LNA  

In the previous simulation, it is assumed the output resistor of the LNA, RBB, is 2KΩ 

as a typical output impedance of a current-mode LNA, with a Cascode topology. 

However, it is critical to consider the loading effect of this resistor on the performance 

of the SIC. Accordingly, by choosing RBB equals 8KΩ and changing the input SI 

voltage to achieve the same amount of cancellation of the previous test, it is possible 

to explore the effect of RBB. The result of this test is reported in Table 5-4. By increasing 

the output impedance of the LNA, ×4, the dynamic parameter and SNDRequ. changes 

are negligible. It is also important to mention the 2KΩ resistance is close to the 

minimum resistance value in a typical current-mode LNA. 

5.4 Chip Level 

In this section, the goal is to give a better insight about the post-production’s result. A 

few sub-blocks are added to the main design to prepare it for fabrication and test after 

the tape-out such as the pad’s buffers. A few techniques are also mentioned for 

drawing the layout of the blocks in high-frequency and mixed-signal condition. 

Drawing the layout can negatively affect the performance of the chip if the layout is 

 

In. Vp 

(dBV) 
Out. Dif. TIA  

Vp  (dBV) 
Cancel. 

(dB) 
SNR 
dB 

SNDR 
dB 

SFDR 
dBc 

THD 
dB 

SNDRequ. 

dB 

8.3 -43 51.3 16.3 15.1 24 -23.5 66.4 

 

Table 5-3  Summary of SIC results with full-scale input. 

 

RBB 

(KΩ) 
Out. Diff. TIA 

Vp   (dBv) 
Cancel. 

(dB) 
SNR 
dB 

SNDR 
dB 

SFDR 
dBc 

THD 
dB 

SNDRequ. 
dB 

2 -43 51.3 16.3 15.1 24 -23.5 66.4 

8 -43 51.3 17.8 16.7 25.8 -25.2 68 

 

Table 5-4  Summary of SIC vs. two different LNA ‘s output impedance. 
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not drawn well. Finally, some of the post-layout simulations are reported to complete 

the design process. 

5.4.1 Extra Sub-blocks 

After finishing the whole design in previous chapters, a few small sub-blocks must be 

added to the design (layout); hence, the chip can be tested without any issue. 

5.4.1.1 Output (Pad) Buffer 

The pad and prob capacitance are relatively high, more than 500fF in our case and can 

negatively impact on the performance of the TIA (SIC).Two sub-blocks are developed 

to address the driving issue.  

First, a class-A buffer is chosen, which is made of high-voltage PMOS (1.8V) RF 

transistors. Its frequency response, while driving the output load, is shown in Figure 

5-9. The buffer has a slight attenuation until a few hundred Mega Hz compared with 

a the BWBB, 40MHz in our design. 

 Next, a LPF is used as a second method. It includes a passive 1st order RC filter placed 

between the TIA and the outside of the chip for monitoring the signal. The summation 

of the pad and probe capacitance provides the required capacitance of the RC filter 

 

Figure 5-9  Frequency response of the output buffer (a) amplitude in dB (b) phase in (°). 
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(0.5pF+ 1pF). The 3-dB frequency of the filter is set at 100MHz to show the 

oversampling and avoid affecting the signal within the system bandwidth BWBB. 

5.4.1.2 Programmable Delay generator 

As explained in chapter 4, the BIST was automatically created by Verilog, called HDL 

part. The high-frequency clock of this part is provided by a manually designed logic. As 

shown in Figure 5-10 (a), there is a delay between the original clock and when the output 

data will be ready. 

This delay is computed by simulation, Verilog, is around 120ps. It decreases the 

effective duty cycle of each phase.  

A programmable delay generator is developed to tackle the delay’s issue before 

sending the clock to the capacitive-array. The delay generator has three discrete delay 

modules, and the delay can be externally controlled. It can provide us with maximum 

160ps delay, the summary of the delay is shown in Figure 5-10 (b). 

By using the test-bench of the CDAC in working mode 2, Figure 5-3, the simulation is 

repeated by considering the 120ps delay. The new dynamic parameters at the output 

of the TIA are reported along with the previous numbers in Table 5-5. As it is clearly 

shown in the table, the ENOB decreases by 3-bit if the 120ps delay is considered. So, 

it is vital to have an on-chip block for adjusting fine and coarse delay. 

 

 

Figure 5-10  Programmable delay (a) the delay between original clock and prepared data by 

HDL part and (b) amount of 3-bit delay. 
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5.5 Layout-level 

The layout is a critical step when one develops the chip. Without carefully drawing 

the layout and arranging a good floor-planning the performance decreases. Two 

methods are employed to draw the layout, which effectively can boost the 

performance of the design, namely noise reduction and symmetrical drawing. 

• Noise reduction: For lowering the noise, the sensitive Analog circuits should not 

be placed far from the high-frequency digital part. The bulk can also couple the 

digital noise to the DAC and cause negative effects on the performance of high-

frequency and relatively high-resolution DAC. Plus, the high- frequency path 

can capacitively couple noise to other parts. Hence, it is important to arrange 

the block in the right location. 

• Symmetrical drawing: The circuit was developed in the fully-differential manner 

due to its benefit, hence, the layout should also be symmetric otherwise the 

design cannot work very well. 

5.5.1 Floor-planning  

The top-level of the chip is shown in Figure 5-11 (a).  The pads are located around the 

chip, and the chip is divided into two parts, namely manually designed block (top of the 

figure) and HDL part. The manually designed block (Analog) and HDL part are located on 

the top and bottom of the chip, respectively. Figure 5-11 (b) provides more details about the 

 

    Output of 
      the TIA 

ENOB 
(bit) 

SINAD 
(dB) 

SFDR 
(dBc) 

THD 
(dB) 

Signal power 
(dBV) 

Without delay 9.4 58.2 68.4 -69 -9 

With delay 6.7 43.2 49.5 -50.4 -11.8 

 

Table 5-5   Summary of the 2nd mode simulation with and without delay module. 
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Analog or manually designed block. It includes four main blocks, namely TIA, two 

DACs, high-frequency digital control logic, and two sets of coupling capacitors. As 

visible in the figure below, some effort was made to arrange the symmetrical layout. 

The Analog and digital ground are also separated inside the chip to lower the coupling 

and conducted noise inside the chip, and they are connected outside the chip to have 

a common ground. The light blue L-shape portion, top-right of the figure, are coupling 

capacitors used for the Analog part. Likewise, the dark blue L-shape, bottom-left of 

Figure 5-11 (b), acts as coupling capacitors for the digital part. 

5.5.2 The Capacitive Array 

The capacitive-arrays are arranged like a matrix, shown in Figure 5-12, to improve the 

performance of the design. In other words, various kinds of layout techniques are 

employed to suppress the non-linearity such as symmetrical switching. The layout 

configuration is completely symmetric, in this dissertation, compared to the centre of 

the array, as shown in the figure below. In Figure 5-12 TH, bi (i varies from 5 to 9), Cap, 

and D cells represent thermometric cell, binary cell, just include capacitor cell and 

 

Figure 5-11  (a) Top-level of the chip and pads’ location (b) floor-planning of the 

manually designed block. 
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dummy cell all explained in chapter 4. The dummy cells are placed around the array 

to further separate the peripheral capacitors from the border. 

This kind of configuration makes the capacitive-array insensitive to linear gradient in 

any directions, like a traditional common-centroid layout, but also to the mentioned 

radial gradients [53], [ 57].  

5.5.3 Thermometric Configuration 

The thermometric (cells) distribution is shown in Ci and Rj represents column and row 

bits, respectively. The generated bits enter the Analog part from BIST part. 

 

Figure 5-12 The floor-planning of the 10-bit CDAC, 3Bin-W+2Bin-W+5THco, along with 

the extra capacitors and dummy loads [53], [ 57]. 

 

Figure 5-13 Thermometric cells distribution (Matrix) to reduce the process errors [53]. 
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For example, as shown in Figure 5-14, if the 5 most-significant-bit are equal to 10001 

(Binary), 17 (Decimal) all the column in the R2 and R4, shown Figure 5-14, and part of 

the column R1 (five columns) will be selected. In this way, by increasing (or 

decreasing) the code, the chosen cells move around the centre to alleviate the negative 

effects of linear and gradients in the oxide.  

5.5.4 MOM Capacitor 

 It is worthy to give more information about the available capacitor in the PDK, 

namely, Metal-oxide-metal (MOM). It is very similar to the metal-insulator-metal 

(MIM) capacitors but with an oxide layer between metals and is usually made by 

interdigitating metal layers with the process oxide. So, the capacitance is created in 

two places: laterally with the other fingers and vertically cwith the other layers. The parasitic 

value is also 0.6 percentage of its nominal value, which is good for our design. 

5.5.5 The Layout of the whole Chip 

The layout of the manually designed block (Analog part) and the whole chip are shown 

in Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16, respectively.  The labels on the figure below shows the real 

position I the manually designed block. A careful look shows that the layout is 

completely symmetric and comply with fully differential design rule. The bottom of 

Figure 5-16 is developed by behavioural language (HDL). The outputs of this part enter 

the top part from the centre of the chip. The pins’ location is arranged to have a short 

distance to the targeted sub-blocks, and 20 pins are assigned for manually designed block  

 
Figure 5-14  Illustration of thermometric configuration for the code equivalent 17. 
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and a similar number for the HDL part. It is also obvious that the ground of the Analog 

and digital ground, even in the pad- ring, are separated. 

 

 

Figure 5-16 The layout of the whole chip including BIST and Analog part. 

Figure 5-15  Manually designed block of the chip including the TIA and CDAC. 
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5.5.6 Post-layout Simulation 

As a last part of this chapter, the simulation results after drawing the layout are 

presented. It is obvious that there should be some degradation compared to the 

schematic simulation due to parasitic and other non-linearities source. 

5.5.6.1 TIA Open-loop: 

The post-layout simulation of the open-loop TIA, using the test-bench of Figure 3-14,  

are shown in (a) and (b). They illustrate the phase and amplitude in degree and dB, 

respectively. The red and blue curves represent the simulation response before and 

after drawing the layout, respectively. According to these graphs, the GBW and phase-

margin are changed from 4.3GHz to 3.75GHz and from 61.5° to 53° after drawing the 

layout. 

5.5.6.2 DNL 

After drawing the layout, the DNL diagram is shown in Figure 5-18. The value of the 

DNL after drawing the layout is  |𝐷𝑁𝐿𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡| < 1.3 while it is  |𝐷𝑁𝐿| < 0.7 before 

it. It clearly shows the parasitic effect on the DNL. 

 

Figure 5-17  The open-loop frequency response of the TIA before (Red) and after (Blue) 

drawing the layout (a) phase in degree (b) amplitude in dB. 
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5.5.6.3 Dynamic Parameters  

To realize how much the simulation results will deviate after drawing the layout, the 

simulations are repeated in the similar condition of section 5.2 and 5.3 (It is supposed 

that delay between the clock and data is compensated). The test conditions are like in 

the previous simulations such as BB frequency (which is set to 10.7421875MHz). The 

second row of Table 5-6 is compared with the data of its first row. Table 5-7  presents the 

summary of the SIC result before and after drawing the layout. The information is also 

reported before cancellation in  Table 5-3. The SNDRequ. decreases by 10.7dB. This is 

due to high-frequency effect of the circuit such as clock feed-though and charge 

injection.  

 

 

SIC 
performance 

In. Vp 
(dBV) 

Out. Dif. 
TIA (dBV) 

Cancel. 
(dB) 

SNDR  
(dB) 

SFDR 
(dBc) 

SNDRequ. 
(dB) 

Before drawing 
the layout 

8.3 -43 51.3 15.1 24 66.4 

Post-layout 8.3 -35.7 44 11.7 19 55.7 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5-6  Summary of the TIA output (before and after drawing the layout) in 

the working mode 2. 

Figure 5-18  DNL post-layout simulation of the CDAC in 2nd mode. 
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Output of the TIA 
ENOB 
(bit) 

SINAD 
(dB) 

SFDR 
(dBc) 

THD 
(dB) 

Signal power 
(dBV) 

Before drawing 
the layout 

9.4 58.2 68.4 -69 -9 

Post-layout 8.5 52.6 61.3 -60.7 -10.4 

 

Table 5-7  Summary of the SIC before and after drawing the layout, 4th mode. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

he demands for increasing the communication speed is currently growing. One 

of the alternative options is to employ full-duplex communication to double the 

data rate. However, this solution suffers from the leakage of the strong transmitter 

signal to the sensitive receiver path. Hence, it is necessary to remove this self-

interference (SI) otherwise either clipping happens or a power-hungry ADC with 

wide-dynamic range should be designed. Accordingly, an extra block is required to 

remove the SI called self-interference cancellation (SIC) block. To this end, various 

kinds of design have been presented by researcher groups. It can occur in either RF, 

base-band, digital part, or a combination of them.  

Here, the output of the mixer has been chosen to feed the cancellation signal at the 

input of the base-band of the current-mode FD receiver. Hence, the linearity improves 

due to connecting the cancellation signal generator, digital-to-Analog converter 

(DAC), to the input of base-band filter (connection to virtual ground). The capacitive 

DAC (CDAC) has been chosen as the DAC architecture because it just includes 

switches and capacitors and is compatible with advanced CMOS technology among 

other advantages. This design includes four main sub-blocks, namely trans-

impedance amplifier (TIA), capacitive array, high-speed digital circuit, and built-in-

self-test section (BIST). The developed block can act either as a stand-alone DAC or in 

SIC block mode. 

The primary purpose of this design is to remove the TX’s leakage from the current-

mode receiver’s path. In the SIC mode the CDAC works in the 2-way time-interleaved 

T 
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(TI) scheme without using any calibration technique. Hence, the CADC has twice as 

much time for settling and it makes the design of the TIA much simpler. The clock 

frequency and resolution of the DAC and total capacitance is 1GHz,10-bit, and 1pF, 

respectively. This allows to satisfy the necessary dynamic range and create the 

cancellation current for performing the SIC. Although this DAC is developed to inject 

the required charge for cancellation, its minor application is to be used as a stand-

alone DAC in the Analog (I/Q) transmitters.  

If the design works in the SIC mode and cancellation current is chose close to the full-

scale along with the output frequency around 10.74MHz the achieved amount of 

cancellation of the SI, SNDR, SFDR, SNDRequ. are obtained 51.3dB, 15.1 dB, 24dBc, 

66.4dB. 

The post-layout simulation results are also reported to study the deviation of the 

results after fabrication. The SIC test, after drawing the layout with the same condition 

above is as follows. The SI signal at the output of the TIA, SNDR, SFDR, SNDRequ. are 

equal to 44dB, 11.7dB, 19dBc, 55.7dB.  

Possible future developments as the following:  

• Developing the close-loop digital circuits to control the SI dynamic changes. 

• Developing the new design with higher the clock frequency, such as Mixer clock 

chosen to be 2.4GHz and boosting the value of the SNDRequ. (The quality of the 

signal after cancellation). 

• Integrating the developed SIC with a full receiver or transceiver to study the 

performance of receiver. 
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